




June 29, 1979

-TO ALL WESTERCON MEMBERS—

Four days ago, our committee was notified that, due to a change of policy by 
the University of B.C. Conference Centre, their facilities will not be available for 
our proposed 1981 Westercon.

We greatly regret this unexpected development coming as close as it does to 
the site selection. It is particularly disappointing after our efforts to secure the 
most advantageous facilities that UBG could offer (as outlined in our ad in the— 
program book).

We have therefore arranged a booking at our alternate site, The Holiday Inn 
Harbourside, a downtown hotel with full convention accomodations. This site offers:

1000 seat ballroom
indoor pool, sauna
free parking
Airporter bus service
And is adjacent to all the attractions of downtown Vancouver, Gastown, and 

Stanley Park. Room rates for Westercon members have been guaranteed for the 
dates of the convention as follows: single, $43; double, $47 Canadian funds.*

We regret any confusion this may cause, and any disappointment resulting 
from the change in site to a hotel, with the usual hotel accomodation costs. How
ever, we feel the many attractions Vancouver has to offer, and the plans we have 
for this Westercon, make our bid still worthy of your consideration and support.

Vancouver in '81
Westercon Committee

*Current value of Canadian dollar in U.S. funds is $0.85
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Special Thanks
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who happily turned my strangely taped negatives 
into beautifully printed Progress Reports. . .and 
on time, no less. . .To Brenda Klocko of Klocko 
consultants who put up with my rambling and type
set "faanishly" with the right amount of "a's.". .

"Special Thanks" continued on page 50



Message from the Chair:
Welcome to the 32nd Westercon. We’ve been working on this thing 

for over two years now (seems quite a bit longer than that), and we do 
hope you like what we’ve done.

We’re trying some innovation in programming, some new touches 
in the general ways of running the convention, but keeping some old 
traditions alive.

If you look around you, you will see several tired and frazzeled 
people running around the convention wearing orange armbands— 
these overworked masochists are committee members. Please, try to 
treat them kindly as you would treat any lost soul. If you have a problem 
that the committee can help you with, go to your nearest committee 
member and ask for help. If you thought something at the convention 
went off rather well, go to your nearest committee member and say how 
much you like it—you might just get a weary smile back.

We’ve tried to keep in mind that this convention is for you, not a way 
to build up our own ego. Your part in this is to remember that the 
committee is doing this for you and please help us help you.

On practical matters: we have a restaurant list at the information 
table for those of you new to San Francisco. The daily newsletter will tell 
you all the latest information on program and films. The information/ 
computer room will have constant info updates (as well as the “Lust 
List”).

So . . . We hope you have a good time. We’re here to help, San 
Francisco, the city, awaits, such an adventure!

195 ftLHRIT»6ftR49-SANFWWCI5C0-CIV 9*1123
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DICK LUPOFF, by Carol Carr

. so I’m in Booboo Frinstance’s hot, smoky room, surrounded 
by a bunch of name-dropping weirdos, and I’m about to totally freak out 
when I feel this long Lupoffian arm come out of nowhere, and it’s Dick, 
thank God.” Thus spake Larry Davidson, one of many of Dick’s friends 
who look on him as a continent of sanity (he’s too big to be an island) in a 
sea of convention chaos.

It’s hard to define the combination of small qualities that happen to 
blend so well in a person that they result in the one larger quality of 
“sanity.” With Dick, part of it may be his modesty, his playfulness, 
generosity, or even the ability to see the world with all its sharp edges and 
refrain from self-pity; more likely, though, what it all comes down to is that 
pair of mismatched sneakers.

I met Dick around 1961, when the Lupoff clan lived in mid
Manhattan and knew which restaurant served the best duck. Soon after, 
they moved to Poughkeepsie, courtesy (if you can call it that) of IBM, 
Dick’s boss. Terry and 1 would arrive at their split-level house on Daisy 
Lane (located in, believe it or not, the town of Merry Hill), and quick as 
amenities would allow they’d kiss their kids goodnight and take us off to a 
restaurant probably called “Chez Gamay Capon,” whose major virtue 
was that it was located as far away from Poughkeepsie as could be 
managed in one evening’s drive. As birds are meant to pedal exercycles, 
so are Dick and Pat meant for suburbia. (As Pat once said about Men
docino, “What’s all the fuss about? There’s nothing there but scenery.”) 
So they didn’t stay in Poughkeepsie very long. How could they when 
Pat’s main recreation was the Parque ‘n’ Shop; and as for Dick: At the 
very time when the word Consciousness was being defined, redefined 
and de-defined, when minds were bent, blown, expanded, raised and 
renty by acid, rock, and roachclips that doubled as yogurt-makers, IBM 
had just (allegedly) decided to choose linoleum over carpeting because 
although linoleum was more expensive, the decision of the Board was 
that it suited their image better.

I don’t think it was the linoleum issue that convinced Dick to 
resign—it just makes a good story—but at that point in his first career, he 
discovered the limits to what those long Lupoffian arms were willing to 
embrace. And besides, he’d sold some science fiction by then and also 
discovered the wonderful world of options.

So by the time we finally got to California as part of the Later New 
York Influx, the first people we visited were Dick and Pat Lupoff. It was a 
lovely place to land after three weeks on the road. Dick looked slim, Pat 
looked calm, and Tommy was walking on two legs.
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Guest of Honor : DUCK LUPOlriF

I do have one regret to do with our timing. I missed their Purist 
Period, during which, the tale is told, they were eating whole grains along 
with the best of the rest, and Pat wore loose garments of unsanded bark, 
and Dick was writing The Tibetan Cookbook of the Dead: For Those of 
You Who Loved The Cookbook of Changes.* And they both smoked 
condiments only during the harvest festival. Oh gosh I would like to have



6 been here then.

But have I done Dick a disservice? Have I used too many ethereal 
pastels in this sketch? If so, let me regain some balance. I’ve heard Dick 
threaten to lock his kids in their room with a box of Fruit Loops merely 
because they were chewing on a few pages of manuscript. I’ve seen him 
so enraged at a couple of editors that he actually abused them verbally. 
I’ve even heard him insist on finishing a sentence even though Pat 
wanted to go home. No, this person is not without human frailties. In fact, 
a couple of years ago I was at a party, happily opening my third bag of 
potato chips, when I overheard the unmistakeable, almost always slightly 
bemused voice of Dick Lupoff somewhere in the corner of the room: 
“Have you ever noticed,” he was saying, “how life is a series of losing 
one cherry after another?”

Only Dick could omit the dash of bitters.

*That’s Calvin W. Demmon’s line, actually.

RICHARD A. “DICK” LUPOFF 
by Ted White

Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff—known as “R.A. ‘D.’ L.” to his 
friends—has for years carried the heavy burden of a closely guarded 
secret, a secret which I am going to share with all of you now for the first 
time!

For years Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff has been publishing stories 
(most of them appearing in a magazine I once edited; hence my knowl
edge of this, the Inside Story) under the name of “Ova Hamlet.” He has, 
for an equal number of years (about ten years, as a matter of fact, give or 
take a few months, one way or the other, and a tumultuous ten years it’s 
been, not only for him, but for the magazine, for me and indeed for this 
Very Nation; but I digress . . .) maintained the polite fiction that “Ova 
Hamlet” exists and that he, Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff, acts as her keeper, 
agent, editor, and general caretaker.

Nothing could be further from the truth! (Well, as a matter of fact, 
several other things could be further from the truth, but at the present 
they are indeed equadistant from the truth, thus supporting my 
statement.)

Ova Hamlet is real!

Now let me tell you the True Story:

I first met Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff in the late fifties at a Midwestcon.
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He was then still a mere fan—as indeed I was myself. I remember him 
only for his bermuda shorts and crew cut.

In 1960, newly married to the dewey-eyed Pat and encumbered 
with a cocker-spanial named Snoopy who liked to eat visitors’ clothing, 
Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff moved to New York City.

I had moved to the city only about a year earlier but even then our 
lifestyles were in complete contrast. Broke and desperately trying to get a 
toehold in the miniscule field of jazz criticism, I lived in a fifth-floor walkup 
in the West Village. Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff, on the other hand, had a 
job with Sperry Rand or one of those big corporations, and moved into a 
penthouse apartment (equipped with both terraces on the roof and a 
working fireplace) in the fashionable East Seventies. That fall Richard A. 
“Dick” Lupoff, pointing proudly to the “Dick & Pat” parallels, cast his 
vote for Richard Nixon for president. I voted for Kennedy.

Even then the Lupoffs were caught up in the swirl of the glittering Big 
City nightlife; more than once I visited them to join them in the swank 
activities that predominated in their set: in particular, the Upper East Side 
practice of roasting eggs in the fire. Only the rich could indulge them
selves in this sport; ragged bohemians like myself could afford neither 
eggs nor fireplaces.

Those were innocent days. Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff set out with 
both the will and money to take New York Fandom by storm, and was 
soon publishing fat issues of XERO, a fanzine which won the Hugo in 
1962. Children were also produced, first a son and then a daughter: the 
American ideal. What could follow in so illustriously blooming a career 
but a stab at the professional side of scientifiction. Richard A. “Dick” 
Lupoff was soon editing Edgar Rice Burroughs, a lamentably sloppy 
writer who once enjoyed a mild vogue, for Canaveral Press, and writing 
his own book about the man, the title of which escapes me just now.*

This inevitably led to a contract with Lancer Books for an original 
novel, and Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff was well on his way.

Let us pause and consider Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff in the mid
sixties: now employed by IBM as a technical writer and audio-visual 
specialist, happily married with a growing family, a Hugo-winning fanzine 
editor/publisher, professionally established author and editor in the scien
tifiction field, and owner of a lovely split-level ranch-style home in the 
attractive wooded suburbs of Poughkeepsie, N.Y. (an easy commute 
from New York City)—the envy of us all. This man had it made!

Yet within five years he had lost nearly all!

His hair curling disreputably over his unbuttoned collar, Richard A. 
“Dick” Lupoff renounced Richard Nixon, renounced IBM, renounced



his lovely split-level ranch-style home in the attractive wooded suburbs of 9 

Poughkeepsie, N.Y. (an easy commute from New York City), and an
nounced that he was taking his wife, children and dog(s) to live in a “free” 
lifestyle among the hippies in Berkeley, California, land of the lotus-eaters 
and anathema to all career-oriented New Yorkers!

Yes, that’s right! Like one of the “flower children” of the sixties, 
Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff had given up his comfortable upper-middle
class life for the uncertain future of a full-time free-lance writer!

Inevitably, the question arises: Why?

Why did this brilliant man foresake his career and his future for the 
hand-to-mouth existence of a free-lance author of scientifiction?

Up to now the answer most of his saddened friends gave to this 
question was that Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff had gotten hooked on 
Drugs. They saw him as a typical example of a man whose success came 
too quickly and too easily, a man who thought he could handle anything. 
They saw him as a man humbled by something he could not handle- 
humbled and destroyed by Drugs. They pointed to his decision not to 
vote for Richard Nixon in 1968 as a clear example of how a good man 
had gone wrong. His unkempt appearance only underscored the 
obvious.

But these well-meaning (one assumes; a few may have been jeal
ous) friends were wrong. Drugs were not the cause of Richard A. “Dick” 
Lupoff s downfall—they were only a symptom, of something else.

Now, for the first time, I am going to reveal to you the Actual Truth 
about Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff:

At some point in the latter half of the sixties, Richard A. “Dick” 
Lupoff met an unusual and compelling woman. He found her emerging 
from an alley near Grand Central Station as he was getting ready to take a 
train back to Poughkeepsie, N.Y. (an easy commute from New York 
City). She looked ragged and he dismissed her immediately from his 
sharp, IBM-trained mind, as a typical New York City bag-lady, one of 
those strange women who live on the streets and in the subways, carrying 
all their possessions with them in a few tattered shopping bags.

But she spoke to him, saying, “Hist!” and beckoning with a crooked 
finger for him to follow her back into the alley.

Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff ignored her, of course.

But she caught at the hem of his coat, tugging imperiously, and 
repeating again, “Hissst!”

Now intrigued (she was older, but not totally unattractive), he al-



10 lowed her to lead him back into the alleyway, past garbage cans, two 
smelly old mattresses, and several empty liquor bottles, to the boarded- 
up entrance to an abandoned subway entrance.

Richard A. “Dick’ ’ Lupoff wrinkled his nose in disgust, but she pulled 
at him insistently and took him down the darkened stairs of the subway 
entrance. At the bottom he found himself in a long tunnel which was lined 
with statues. It was hard to make out the inscriptions on the statues by the 
guttering light of his cigarette lighter, but one read “Complacency,” and 
another “Member of the Team.” At the far end of the tunnel the old 
woman stopped before him and said, “Say the name of your hero.” 
Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff stopped and scratched his crew-cut head. 
“Hero?” What “hero?” Then inspiration dawned. “Richard Nixon!” he 
cried.

“Wrong!” the old crone shrieked, and a block of stone fell from 
overhead, smashing her to the tunnel floor in a very messy and unpleas
ant fashion. Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff staggered back from this scene 
with surprise and distaste, but before he could flee an apparition rose 
from the block of stone and he could see that this was a far younger, more 
attractive version of the old woman who had led him there.

“You guessed wrong, you idiot!” she stormed at him. “And look 
what you’ve done to me! You’ll pay for this! You’ll pay for the rest of your 
life! I’ll haunt you—I’ll be somewhere near you wherever you may be, 
and when you least suspect it I’ll make my presence known to you! That is 
my curse on you, Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff!” And with that she simply 
disappeared.

This wasn’t at all what he had expected. But he dismissed it from his 
mind soon after regaining the sidewalk.

Unfortunately, that was not to be the end of it. I won’t bore you with 
a long, drawn-out recital of the occasions on which she reappeared and 
the events which she caused to transpire. Suffice to say, Richard A. 
“Dick” Lupoff’s nerves began to go. His hands began trembling so badly 
that only smoking a particular drug gave him any relief. He couldn’t look 
into mirrors any more—she was all too likely to appear from over his 
shoulder in one. That meant giving up haircuts and shaving. And the job 
became impossible.

There was only one sensible solution that Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff 
could see: he renounced Richard Nixon and he fled with his loved ones to 
an environment where the oddities surrounding his life would go un
noticed, or at least unremarked upon, there to pursue a lifestyle that 
would provoke few questions from his seedy neighbors.

The Drugs? They provided a momentary surcease, but it was only
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1 was by then the editor of a magazine called Fantastic (which has, I 
believe, since ceased publication, although I might be wrong), and it was 
my inspiration which led Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff to try to write about 
the apparition which haunted him. I had thought—like all of his friends 
then, I did not know the Truth—that it might be valuable Therapy for the 
man. Thus, Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff tried to exorcise his personal 
demon through fiction. He even used her name—Ova Hamlet—on 
some of his stories, those stories in which he reflected her twisted, satirical 
view of other scientifiction writers of the day.

It has not worked. To this very day, Richard A. “Dick” Lupoff is a 
haunted man. To those of you encountering him here at this convention 
he may appear outwardly ebullient and cheerful, but this is solely due to 
his carefully metered use of certain mind-numbing drugs, I need not 
mention which ones. Watch him carefully. Observe him in the bar with 
utmost caution. Watch not the man himself, but his reflection, in the 
mirrors.

Observe carefully and you may note the gleeful hag leaning over his 
shoulder—in the reflection only! —and then perhaps you will understand 
something of what this pitiable but courageous man has been through.

I know you’ll want to buy him a drink—at the very least.

*Edgar Rice Burroughs: Master of Adventure, Canaveral Press, 1965; 
Ace Books 1968

—Ted White
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Fan Guest of Honor
BRUCE PELZ
as seen by Lee Gold

During the daytime a mild-mannered Engineering Department Li
brarian at a state university (UCLA), Bruce Pelz is in reality SMOF #2. 
(Just check his license plate if you doubt me.)

Pelz’s first club activity was in the 1950s as a spelunker. That was at 
the University of Florida in Gainesville (a place which was shortly later to 
graduate Tom Digby as well). Soon Pelz (and several of the other 
spelunker club members) sunk to his proper level and became a science 
fiction fan.

Leaving Florida in 1960, he came to Los Angeles and, except for 
brief excursions to fannish conventions, has remained there ever since. In 
his fanhome, the Tower (currently Tower VI, a house in Granada Hills), 
Pelz has for over a decade hosted some of the LASFS’s most popular 
parties, among them the annual Ellik-Jacobs Memorial Wine & Cheese 
Tasting Party (recently renamed as a D.R.E.G.S. [Drinking Readers 
Entropic and Gaming Society]) function and the early fall Baskin Robbins 
Party to which admission is a pint of Baskin Robbins ice cream.

Pelz has been active in many areas of fandom, but in one he once 
achieved a distinction unlikely ever to be equalled these days: he was an 
OMNIAPAN, a memberof ALL the apas in existence. (Of course, in those 
innocent days of the early 60s, there were only five apas in fandom: 
FAPA, the Cult, NAPA, OMPA and SAPS.) Old filksongs still attest to the 
fact that he objected if lazier multiapans attempted to run the same 
material in more than one apa.

These days Pelz is again a member of the Cult (recently having 
served as its Official Arbiter), FAPA, Lasfapa, an occasional contributor to 
the weekly APA-L, and the Official Encapsulator of WOOF, the Worldcon 
APA which has been appearing at each worldcon for several years now 
and to which he is a never-failing contributor.

Pelz has long been a major force in LASFS, most notably for having 
guided the Incorporated Club for over six years as dual Board and 
Procedural Treasurer during the period that the LASFS’s Building Fund 
got pushed to the point that Realsoonnow became Reality and the 
LASFS actually bought its own Clubhouse. Shaped by that period, for 
some time the post of Treasurer loomed in LA fan circles as equivalent in 
importance to that of Secretary in the Communist Party. Pelz still serves 
the LASFS as Comptroller (aka Treasurer) of the Board of Directors.
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14 Pelz holds two other standing LASFS positions, exercised in
frequently and informally perhaps, but forever his. The first is as Devil’s 
Advocate at Large. The duties and perquisites of this office have never 
been fully defined, but its function does seem to fit in well with Pelz’s 
general character. The second, created during his stay as Continual 
Treasurer, was his status as The Committee to Gouge Money out of the 
Lasfs, a post which enabled him to conduct minor and major auctions, set 
up fund-raising activities, and otherwise somehow actually get the money 
needed for down payment and mortgage payments on the Clubhouse.

Pelz is also active in several more or less disorganized LASFS in
groups (besides the Board of Directors). Back in August of 1966, he 
started the Blackguards for the purpose of proving Lasfsians will join 
anything. The group went in for poker, bowling and miniature golf—and 
put out four issues of the infamous Victorian Digest, usually referred to by 
its initials. The Blackguards are now inactive, but Pelz still frequently 
spends parties at the poker table that the group purchased in its heyday. 
He also became a tournament bridge player in the early ‘70s with 
currently 116 registered master points to his credit.

Pelz is also a notable collector, not only of paperbacks and 
hardbacks (like most fen) but also of (speak it softly) fanzines. His are 
organized. Most of his runs are complete. Many are even bound. He has 
nine filing cabinets of loose fanzines and one bookcase wall of bound 
fanzines (in addition to his several rooms lined with books). And he keeps 
them indexed (with the aid of a friendly computer).

Pelz also serves as curator for the Institute for Specialized Literature, 
ephemera division. The purpose of this institute is “the support of re
search in the Science Fiction field through the accumulation, ordering 
and preserving of research materials.” Fen may wish to note that dona
tions to the ISL are tax-deductible and may be sent Book or Library rate 
to Pelz. (And the ISL states it is usually able to repay postage.)

Pelz also serves as Lasfs Fanzine Librarian, a job that involves 
organizing and maintaining the LASFS’s vast and highly miscellaneous 
collection of fanzines, augmented at irregular intervals by donations from 
members who have grown tired of the things.

Pelz has also been long active in the field of filk songs, not only as a 
writer of lyrics (DNQ Rally Song, Sir Fanalot’s Lament, and numerous 
others) and composer (among other things he did the music for the 
Silverlock Songs by John Myers Myers), but also as publisher of the 
Filksong Manuals, now finally reissued again. Unlike any other publisher 
of filk songs, Pelz takes care to publish not just the lyrics but the full score 
of the song, thus enabling a fan who has never heard the song’s tune to 
still attempt to sing it. Since quite a few of the west coast filk songs are set 
to original tunes, this makes Pelz’s Filksong Manual invaluable.



How to recognize Bruce Pelz? I don’t know whether this program 
book will carry a picture of him, but he’s unmistakable. Just look for a 
medium height, stocky fellow who gives the impression of wearing a 
beard and being dressed in black (and may even be doing so at the time 
you see him). (Once upon a time at Disneyland, Ted Johnstone lost track 
of Pelz and checked back with the manager of the last Main Street Shop 
he had seen him in. “Bearded fellow in black?” said the mundane. “Oh 
yes, he went through that door.” Ted checked, and sure enough there 
was Bruce. It was only on closer inspection that Ted noticed that Bruce 
had shaved off his beard and was wearing pastel shirt and pants.)

Conventions
F-UN Con (1968): assistant chairman
Westercon (1969): co-chairman
Eastercon (1970): ran the convention, which took place in New 

York. This mad escapade began at the suggestion of the Fanoc- 
lasts at the 1969 Eastercon that Pelz bid for the next Eastercon for 
LA. He did so and won.

Presicon (1971): co-chairman
LA CON (1972 Worldcon): co-chairman
Westercon (1969): chairman
and Treasurer or other concom position of numerous others.

Costume awards for:
Westercon: 1963 - Heavy Trooper (from DRAGON MASTERS) 

1965 - Gorice of Carce (with Dian as the Lady Sriva) 
1966 - The Fat Fury (with Dian as Ticklepuss) (from the 

Herby comics)
1967 - Barquentine (from TITUS GROAN)
1978 - Nick van Rijn (from the Poul Anderson series)

Worldcon: 1963 - Fafhrd (with Ted Johnstone as the Gray Mouser 
and Dian as Ningauble)

1966 - Chun the Unavoidable
1968 - Heavy Trooper (from DRAGON MASTERS)
1969 - Countess Gertrude of Groan (from TITUS 

GROAN)
1970 - Gorice of Carce

Of these costumes, the one I particularly remember was Countess 
Gertrude. Bruce wore a green and gold caftan, a green cap, and a string 
of snails. He spent the presentation murmuring to a dove which perched 
on his finger (and was actually stuffed). No one recognized him including 
old friend Charlie Brown who actually helped “Gertrude” up the ramp. 
The panel of judges was sufficiently impressed by the whole affair to 
award him MOST EVERYTHING, including Most Beautiful, Best 
Presentation, and Best Group (after all, there was Gertrude and the 
Dove). When the name of the winner was announced, the entire audi
ence burst into applause.

15



16 Diplomacy: Pelz is a quondam Diplomacy player though still on 
some PBM mailing lists. He played Russia in RURITANIA, the second 
Play by Mail Diplomacy game ever held, in 1961-64. He also played in 
Lasts Diplomacy as chronicled in WITDIR a game which died in the 
flaming wreckage of a Cobalt Bomb, which was dropped to end the 
unenjoyable wrangling over just who had moved where and what the 
result was; when it turned out even the referee and those he consulted 
couldn’t figure it out, the Cobalt Bomb put an end to the problem.

Fanzines
ProFANity (genzine)
Tantrum (personalzine)
Glamdring (reviews)
Ratatosk (news)
Menace of the LASFS (minutes)
Speleo Bem (SAPS)
Savoyard (NAPA-OMPA)
Rache (NAPA)
Ankus (FAPA)
Angmar (The Cult)
Nyet Vremia (APA L)
Kiarians’ Tuncheon (Lasfapa)
Everything (SFPA)
Old Ship (NAPA - Mishap)
Valday (VALAPA)
and of course, the four filksong manuals 
now reissued in one volume

Special Guest of Honor
SHERRY GOTTLIEB

The special guest of honor at the Westercon has traditionally been 
someone who doesn’t fit well into either the fan or pro categories, but 
deserves honor nonetheless. SHERRY GOTTLIEB, proprietor and self- 
styled “Hobbitch” of the oldest surviving speculative fiction shop in this 
country, certainly fits those criteria. She has nursed her store, A Change 
of Hobbit, from its early penniless days in a second-story location to its 
current prosperity in Westwood, a few blocks from UCLA. Behind the 
counter at A Change of Hobbit, Sherry presides over a welcoming and 
friendly store, a gathering place well set up for comfortable browsing and 
conversation, where she supplies tea (and sometimes cookies) to the 
regular customers and the newcomers who just wander in. The store 
reflects two things about Sherry—an overriding hospitality and a com
plete and precise knowledge of the field in which she makes her living. So



many small businesses fail on one or the other of those grounds, and 17 
Change of Hobbit, and its owner, are delightful exceptions.

The store is definitely a fannish haunt, rapidly becoming a fannish 
legend—the Tim Kirk logo, the phone number (“GREAT SF”), the time 
Harlan Ellison streaked his own autograph party—all of these will go 
down in fannish history, and all are because of Sherry.

When she isn’t behind the counter or in the back room at the store, 
she can be found driving around Los Angeles in her Mazda (license plate 
‘ ‘READ SF’ ’), or relaxing in her apartment. The rumor that she only dates 
koala bears is absolutely not true, whatever you may have heard to the 
contrary.

AWARDS WHICH ARE TO BE PRESENTED 
at WESTERCON 32

The Sampo
The Sampo award was created in 1970 to honor the “unsung 

heroes’’ of the Science-Fiction fan community. The award takes its name 
and design from a magic device of Finnish legend that ground out gold 
corn, and salt. We feel that as a sampo gives forth what is needed, the 
honorees give fandom what it needs: energy and lots of effort.

The award was created by Sampo productions and was given solely 
by that group until 1976. Starting with the 1977 award, it has been 
administered by an independent committee of judges and has been 
sponsored by the Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society.

Previous winners of the Sampo award:

1970 Felice Rolfe
1971 Fred Patten
1972 Bruce Pelz
1973 Vonda McIntyre
1974 Emil Petaja
1975 Barry and Lee Gold
1976 Karen and Paul Anderson
1977 Bob Vardeman
1978 Ted Dikty



Previous winners of the Elves', Gnomes and 
Little Men's Science Fiction, Chowder and 
Marching Society Award are as follows:
195- George Pal
195- Ray Bradbury
195- Arthur C. Clarke
1961 Cele Goldsmith
1962 Hal Clement
1963 Andre Norton
1969 Frederik Pohl
1965 L. Sprague de Camp
1966 CORDWAINER SMITH
1967 Charles Schneeman
1968 J. Francis McComas

1969 Judy-Lynn Benjamin
1970 Fritz Lang
1971 C. L. Moore
1972 James H. Schmitz
1973 R, A, Lafferty
1979 Randall Garrett
1975 A, Bertram Chandler
1976 Marion Zimmer Bradle
1977 Alva Rogers
1978 Frank Robinson

Toastmistress: MARTA RANDALL

Born A/26/48 in Mexico City, Mexico, to a 
mostly-Scottish gringo father and a Lebanese/Mexi- 
can mother, thereby qualifying, with two subse
quent siblings, as smallest minority group in USA. 
No federal funding seems forthcoming. Pity.

First publication in 1372 in Britain, under 
strange and since repudiated name. Author of such 
wonder as ISLANDS, A CITY IN THE NORTH, and, most 
recently, JOURNEY. Unhappy would-be slave to 
sequel to JOURNEY, currently known as HART'S CHIL
DREN, when not known as "the goddamned novel." 
Perpetrator of a number of short stories and 
novellas. New, fierce, mean, nasty, perceptive, 
(terrified editor of New Dimensions.
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photo by Dale Leifeste

Resident of Montclair (which is a fancy way 
of saying Oakland) with one mortgage, two incon
tinent cats, and one sarcastic son of the pre-ad- 
olescent variety. Possessor of a number of bad 
habits, not the least of which is saying "yes" to 
convention committees.

Went to college with Jerry Jacks. Need one 
say more?
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Let the finest sciencevyriter of our time 
take you on a guided tour of the wonders 

of our age, and of ages to come.

"It is impossible to overpraise this book."
—A.E. Van Vogt

"Fully equal to Asimov, Clarke, Sagan...to
anyone." — Poul Anderson

"Jerry Pournelle is out to make the whole
world rich.' — Larry Niven

"I want to show you marvels. Dreams, 
in technicolor, with sharp edges. I want to 
tell you something of the wonder and 
excitement of science; of the birth of the 
universe, of black holes, and cities of the 
future; of how man and computer may 
forge between them something greater 
than both.... I want to show you a world that 
might be made." — Jerry Pournelle

From his Introduction

A 
ACE SCIENCE FICTION 

A Grosset & Dunlap Company
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Because of the lead time necessary to print this pro
gram book, many commitments have not been received at 
this writing. So please check your daily Convention 
Newsletter for final details of panel participants.

The "A" Program is in the TUin Ballroom

The "B" Program is in the Bonanza Room

The "C" Program is in the Forty-niner Room

The Films are in the Ralston Room

The Artshow is in the Comstock Room

The Gameroom is in Parlor "E"
The Hospitality Room is in the State Suite

The Alternate Film Program is in the Bonanza Room

Main Film Presentation from 12:00 to 6:00, then 
from 8:00 to 2:00

Alternate Film Presentation from 9:00 P.M. on
Wednesday, July A:

11:00 Registration Opens
12:00 Dealers' Room Opens (till 6:00)
3:30 Westercon Introduction and

Opening Ceremonies
4:00 Art Show Opens (till 9:00)
4:00 A - Interview (to be scheduled)

B - Computer Games Panel
C -'Singfest - The Westerfilk Society 

8:00 A - Meet the Authors Reception

Thursday, July 5:
9:00 B - Fanzines Past and Present
9:00 C - Fantasy Role Playing Games
10:00 A - Work I Would Like to Illustrate and

Why - George Barr, Alicia Austin, 
Grant Canfield, Bjo Trimble, others

10:00 Art Show Opens (till 9:00)



22 10:30 B - The Rise and Fall of the Huge Con
vention - Tim Kyger, Jerry Jacks, 
others

10:30 C - Fanzine Production Workshop - con
tinuation of fanzine panel

12:00 A - Space War Blues - War in the Future 
Jerry Pournelle, Poul Anderson, others

12:00 B - Interview of Bruce Pelz, Fan Guest 
of Honor (by Owen Hannifen)

12:00 C - Editors Panel - Science fiction editors 
talk about their jobs

1:30 B - Fan Presses
1:30 C - Science Fiction and Linguistics - 

Suzette Haden Elgin, Cynthia Felice, 
Walter Breen, Paul Novitski

2:00 A - Interview to be scheduled
3:00 B - Regional Fan Clubs - The different 

characteristics of clubs in differ
ent cities

3:00 C - How to Build a Costume - Preview of 
masquerade techniques - Astrid Anderson. 
Kelson, Tom Whitmore

4:00 A - Cauldronboilers: The Horror Fiction 
Panel - Chelsea Quinn Yarbro, Fritz 
Lieber, Suzy Mckee Charnas, others

4:30 B - Interview of Alva Rogers
4:30 C - Puppet Show - Andrea Mitchell

Friday, July 6:
9:00 B - Science fiction criticism and review - 

Debbie Notkin, Jeff Frane, Orson Scott 
Card, others

9:00 C - Discrimination in Fandom: Why do 
Trekkies, etc. get such a bad name - 
Dona Kearns, Ctein, others

10:00 A - Plastics, My Boy, Plastics: Future 
Standards of Living - Jerry Pournelle, 
John Brunner, Larry Niven, others

10:00 Art Show opens (till 9:00)
10:00 B - Science Fiction Magazines - George 

Scithers, Charles N. Brown, Vicki 
Schochet, others

10:30 C - Criticism and Review Workshop - 
continuation of panel



12:00 A - Sword of the Demon: High Fantasy 23 

Writing - Katherine Kurtz, Poul 
Anderson, others

12:00 B - Debbie Notkin interviews Terry Carr
12:00 C - Crime and Punishment in the Future -

Larry Niven, Orson Scott Card, Andi 
Shechter, Eric Vinicoff

1:30 B - Specialty Publishing
1:30 C - Dragons in Science Fiction Art
2:00 A - Dave Nee and Jeffrey Elliot interview

DICK LUPOFF, Pro Guest of Honor
3:00 B - Science Fiction Without John W.

Campbell: An Alternate Universe - George
Scithers, Alva Rogers, Frank Robinson

3:00 C - Go Suck a Sonnet: Science Fiction Poetry - 
Suzette Haden Elgin, Terry Garey, Wendy 
Rose, Andew Joron, Jerry Kaufman

4:00 A - Science Fiction and Rock & Roll
4:30 B - Interview of Sherry Gottlieb - Special

Guest of Honor
4:30 C - Singfest
8:00 MASQUERADE

after masquerade: ART SHOW OPEN HOUSE:
Meet the Artists

Saturday, July 7:
9:00 C - Business Meeting
10:00 A - THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK - Slide Show 

preview of STAR WARS II
10:00 B - Counting Words: the Basic Writers Panel - 

Terry Carr, Jim Frenkel, Diana Paxson, 
Vonda McIntyre, Diane Duane

10:00 Art Show opens (till 9:00)
12:00 BANQUET
3:00 A - Dueling Bjos: The Artists’ Duel
3:00 B - Anthropology and Science Fiction - Joan 

Vinge, Robert Silverberg, Karen Anderson, 
Suzy McKee Charnas

3:00 C - The Fall and Rise of the A(mateur) 
P(ress) A(ssociations)

4:30 B - Children in Science Fiction - Mildred 
Downey Broxon, Elizabeth A. Lynn, John 
Varley, Paul Novitski

4:30 C - Oak, Ash and Thorn
8:00 FASHION SHOW



Sunday, July 8:
10:00 A - Schlock I Know and Love: Those Bad 

Books We Grew Up On - Dick Lupoff, 
Kathleen Sky, Charles N. Brown, others

10:00 B - Masquerade Winners: How We Did It
10:00 C - Future Urban Transportation - George 

Scithers, Mike Ward, Peter Strauss
10:00 Art Show opens (till 9:00)
11:30 B - Social Control Techniques: You 

Controlling Society Controlling You - 
Rich Dutcher, Suzy McKee Charnas, 
Suzette Haden Elgin, others

11:30 C - Approaches to Science Fiction Art: Not 
Just the Same Old Stuff

12:00 A - SF/Filmed - Robert Silverberg, Rick 
Sternbach, David Gerrold, others

1:00 B - Disabilities and Science Fiction - 
Anet Mconel, Bonnie Regina, Bjo Trimble, 
Larry Niven, Elizabeth A. Lynn

1:00 C - Parapsychology in Fiction - Octavia 
Butler, John Brunner, Marion Zimmer 
Bradley, Vonda McIntyre

2:00 A - Jeff Frane interviews Fritz Leiber
2:30 B - Drugs and Science Fiction - Terry Carr,

Janet Morris, Sherry Gottlieb, Chester 
Anderson, Ted White

2:30 C - Singfest - The Westerfilk Society

WESTERCON NEWSLETTER
In keeping with our “let’s-name-everything-we-can-after-a-Dick- 

Lupoff- story” gimmick, the daily newsletter will be called:

THE SACRED LOCOMOTIVE FLYER

Issue number one should be in your membership packet.

The “FLYER” will contain the latest program notes (Who is appear
ing on what panel, time changes, etc.), film notes and general informa
tion. To get information into the “FLYER”, write up your submission, 
place it in the box in the information area marked “FLYER”, and we’ll do 
the rest.

We do reserve the right to edit any submissions.
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2s FILMS! FILMS! FILMS!
These films, along with a few surprises, will be shown in the Ralston 

Room (unless words to the contrary are printed in the daily newsletter) as 
per the program times:

Daily 12:00 to 6:00 PM
8:00 to 2:00 AM

Saturday 12:00 to 6:00 PM
10:00 PM to 4:00 AM

BOBBIKINS
THE BODY SNATCHER
COMEDY OF TERRORS
THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL
DESTROY ALL MONSTERS
THE DEVILS’ BRIDE
THE FIRST MEN IN THE MOON
FLASH GORDON CONQUERS THE UNIVERSE 
HARDWARE WARS
THE HAUNTING
MASQUE OF THE RED DEATH
2001—A SPACE ODYSSEY
THE WIZARD OF OZ
and 6 hours of Japanese Cartoons 
and more . . .

Something a little different is also planned as far as film programming 
is concerned. We will be having a separate, smaller, and more intimate 
film program to run in conjunction with the major film program, in order 
to provide an alternate in case a particular film does not interest the 
individual attendee. The following films are entirely from the collection of 
Argonaut Studios and are tentatively scheduled for 9:00 each night in the 
Bonanza Room. Check the Daily Newsletter for the specific times and 
titles.

THE JUNGLE BOOK . . . Korda version, beautiful color
IT’S A WONDERFUL LIFE ... a beautiful film, bring three hankies 
A STAR IS BORN . . . the original, and still the best. Color 
THE STRANGER ... a powerful Orson Wells film. Gripping. 
SUSPICION ... a classic Alfred Hitchcock film. Very suspenceful 
WHAT’S UP TIGER LILY . . . Woddy Allen at his earliest and best, 
impossible to explain, but funny. Scope.
THE BODY SNATCHER . . . Boris Karloff at his most sinister.
THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME ... the Charles Laughton ver
sion. A classic when it was released and still the best.
THE THING . . . again, classic science fiction



SEATTLE IN 1981
39th World Science Fiction Convention

Visit our Hospitality Suite at WESTERCON 32.

CITIZEN KANE . . . Orson Wells at his best, considered the perfect film 
KING KONG . . . complete, original, and uncut
also . . . "digest” (short) versions of such films as THE ROBE, THE 
BIBLE, SODOM AND GOMORRAH, CLOSE ENCOUNTERS, THE 
SOUND OF MUSIC, STAR WARS, THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD 
STILL, and a FOUR HOUR TRIBUTE TO WALT DISNEY containing 
entire segments of the best of his animated classics. There are also two 
documentaries on the making of THE DEVILS and THE TEN COM
MANDMENTS. Plus shorts, segments and trailers from many other films.

REMEMBER, check the Daily Newsletter for nights and times.
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Meet Your Committee

BIOGRAPHY—JERRY JACKS
I first discovered SF fandom in 1961. My first Worldcon was 

Chiconlll in 1962, and after that I was hooked. In my extreme youth, I got 
involved with the N3F, several local clubs and Diplomacy fandom.

In late 1966,1 moved to the Bay area (where I played “the Fan who 
came to dinner’’) after a brief stay in Los Angeles. In 1968,1 was a minor 
committee member on the worldcon, decided that this suited perfectly 
my masochistic tendencies, and have been working on conventions ever 
since.

My first effort as chair was a joint debut with Quinn Yarbro in 1970. 
Quinn went on to become a successful dirty pro and I did the next years 
Westercon as sole chair—you know who got the better of that deal— 
sigh. Tying myself once more onto the stake, I later did the 1973 
Westercon.

Feeling enough was more than enough, I semi-retired from the con 
biz, only to re-emerge in 1977, when we won the right to put on this years 
Westercon.

Current non-fan projects include involvement in local Gay commu
nity politics, beginning work on the Gay History Project, and general and 
casual dissolution. Those in the know do not talk to me about Amtrak, 
trucks, or any combination of either.
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Debbie Notkin
I started reading science fiction at a golden age (the golden age of 

science fiction is, of course, 12—thank you, Peter Nichols). For many 
years, however, I was certain that I was the only woman in the world who 
read s.f. at all. In 1973, I discovered California and fandom, in that 
order—the Elves’, Gnomes’ and Little Men’s Science Fiction, Chowder 
and Marching Society, the joys of collating Locus and how to be talked 
into volunteering at conventions. Since then I’ve moved back to New 
York and back to California, learned more about s.f. than I would have 
believed it possible to know, started a sideline in s.f. criticism (in my 
copious spare time), opened The Other Change of Hobbit with two 
partners, and made a living as a typist on the side. Torcon (1973) was my 
first Worldcon; this is the first concom I’ve ever been on.

TOM WHITMORE has been attending cons for over 10 years and 
has worked on an astonishing number of masquerades in that time. In his 
spare time from being a procurer of various types of skiffy, he has been 
known to play more pinball than he likes to think about. It would be wise 
not to inquire too deeply into his past, as the skeletons have not yet all 
died. The rumor that he is a hoax is currently being investigated.

Andi Shecter
I escaped to the Bay Area from Connecticut three years ago with a 

Master’s in criminal justice and the remnants of sanity. I’m currently 
chairing the Little Men. I got my introduction to fandom and conventions 
by working on Trek cons (but I’m okay now, honest). My spare time is 
filled with the pleasures of going to the ballet, going to folk and bluegrass 
performances, reading Wilhelm, Le Guin, McIntyre, Lynn, Randall, Elli
son, Movitski, MacDonald, and with the frustrations of convincing the 
ACLU they want to hire me. I’m also currently involved in assisting my 
close friend Katherine (Kay) Ingleside in planning Cruzcon, the ‘83 
Worldcon bid.



FREDERICK D. GOTTFRIED was born in 1942, just after the Battle 
of Midway, which was the turning point in the Pacific War. This may have 
some significance. Then again, it may not. He was raised in San Luis 
Obispo, California, known affectionately by some of its more ardent 
boosters as “The Armpit of Humanity.” He is presently an attorney in 
Oakland (the other A.P. of H.), engaged in general practice under the 
cardinal principal that “If you want Justice, go to a whore house; if you 
want to get screwed, go to court. ’ ’ He has been known to take any type of 
case that slithers under the door. He also writes a bit. His second story has 
just been sold, this time to “Analog.” His first, a minor affair, was 
published in “Vertex” in 1975. Some of his more mathematically- 
inclined compatriots point out that in twenty years he’ll have had five 
stories published.

C. R. LOFTHUS was chosen to co-ordinate and direct the Fashion 
Show by the chairman of the WesterCon committee, Jerry Jacks, be
cause she has had some training in art and fashion design, can sew a 
reasonably straight seam, and has more guts than sense.

Born 28 years ago as a total surprise, she is pictured here in her first 
venture into the world of haute couture at the tender age of seven. There 
was nowhere to go but up.

Her interests include Egyptology, Anthropology, Psychology, Epis
temology, Sociology, Demonology, Astrology and fjords.

She likes yellow roses, her husband, her cats, her left ventricle, 
Harrison Fords’ nose, and flipping silver dollars with her stomach 
muscles.

She dislikes lentil soup, soggy handshakes, pompous hypochrites, 
and writing biographies of herself in the third person when there is really 
nothing to say that is interesting anyway. So there.
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Terry A. Garey lives in San Francisco with two cats, a typewriter, 
and a photographer. She reads a lot. As a child she often wondered what 
on earth she would ever put down if she had to do a biographical sketch 
of herself, and to this day has absolutely no idea. Many nights of sleep 
have been lost over this question and frequently a moan can be heard 
issuing soulfully from her office during the day. All in all, she hopes that 
people will agree with her that biographical sketches are a pain in the 
knee and should be banned from convention program books throughout 
the world. She hopes that when she attains her goal of becoming an 
eccentric old woman it will be said that no one could figure out how she 
got that way since she had been such a sweet, unassuming person in her 
youth. ------

Ctein lives in San Francisco with two cats, a darkroom, and a writer. 
He is a professional photographer, an amateur photographer, a science 
fiction artist, a computer freak and a teetotaller. He programs juggling 
routines for the Flying Karamazov Brothers (Ho!) and was one of the 
Slave Boys of Gor (Hol). He may be recognized at a distance by a wild 
look in his eyes, a pocket computer on one hip, and a rainbow assortment 
of pens in his pocket.

Ctein writes a regular column, “Future Insulation,” for the feminist 
fanzine, Janus. He is in two apa’s and occasionally reads fanzines, but he 
never writes LoC’s. He writes articles for the real world, too, but he has no 
interest in writing fiction. Not even science fiction.
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MOSLANDER, Paul Errington/Sombra del Muerto Cristian*, 
Don Segundo/Baron, Victor/Gregory, Bill

Born illiterate, subject overcame this handicap by age 24, whtfi 
graduated with Master’s Degree in Clerk Typing. Has since receded into 
fetid pools of Federal service till only eyebrows remain, along with 
memorial fewmets.

Prior to dissolution, published comiczine Jeddak (1963-1965), woh 
Alley Award (1964), proliferated spasmodically in Winnie, Sanders, and 
Pretentious Science-Fiction Quarterly, along with equally dormant pio
neering comiczines. Still lacks sleep from work on SFCons 70 through 73.

Has ear of several ex-kings. Arranges confidential marriages under 
Sect. 4213 Calif. Civil Code. Devotes leisure hours to fantasizing about 
acquiring wife and small children. Favorite color: Black. Favorite film: 
Orson Welles’ ‘King Lear’. Favorite pronoun: I.

Jeff Pimper 
by himself

Jeff lives in Livermore, California with his wife, Christina Lofthus. 
Jeff and Chris first got together at Westercon 28 and they were married in 
a medieval ceremony eight months later. They live with two very strange 
cats, an endless supply of paperback books and magazines, and a wall of 
artwork by Jim Thomas and George Barr.

Jeff first discovered fandom at Baycon, in 1968, but he did ot 
become actively involved until 1972, after serving a hitch in the Army. 
That was the year that he discovered that people would actually pay him 
to project movies, and they would even provide the films! He worked on 
his first film program committee at Westercon 26 with Paul Moslander. 
Since then he has done film programs for three more Westercons, four 
wargame conventions, and has served as a volunteer projectionist at 
several other conventions.



Jeff is a collector of paperbacks (mainly fantasy), monster maga
zines, comic books, bubble gum cards, wargames, and all sorts of film 
oriented stuff. In the real world Jeff is a UNIVAC systems programmer at 
Lawrence Livermore Lab and he spends an inordinate amount of his 
time programming and playing computer games.

Jeff is co-editor (with Steve Perrin) of All the Worlds’ Monsters, a 
compendium of monsters and creatures for use in fantasy role playing 
games. He is also the author of All the World’s Wargames, a catalog of 
over 1100 wargame titles. He has one of the world’s largest collections of 
wargames and he is the proprietor of “Everything for the Wargamer,” a 
mail order wargame supply.

You local old time monster movie fans may recognize Jeff as the film 
expert from the original “Bob Wilkins’ Show” on KCRA-TV, Channel 3 
in Sacramento, back in the days before Bob moved to KTVU in Oakland 
and KTXL in Sacramento. He is the recipient of the first (and only) “Bob 
Wilkins Award” for contributions to the “Bob Wilkins’ Show.”

For you alphabet fans, Jeff has a B.S. in Mathematics from the 
University of San Francisco and a M.S. in Computer Science from U. C. 
Davis, Lawrence Livermore campus.

JIM THOMAS was born in Palo Alto, spent a good portion of his life 
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and completed his growing up in Liver
more, California. He promptly fell into fandom right after finishing at 
Brooks Institute of Photography. He was a fan publisher and Com
mander of Pen SFA for many years, has done cover paintings for many 
prozines and has done very well in convention artshows. He is into films, 
art and Bears. Jim Thomas is Argonaut Studios who, with George Barr, 
has amounted one of the largest collections of art in fandom. He also 
produced and directed the progress reports and the Program Book for 
this con.

You will recognize him wandering through the halls of the Hotel.

He will look very tired.
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BANTAM BOOKS 
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morris

tub
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Her sensuality was at the core of her world.
Her quest was in galaxies beyond the civilized stars

The amazing adventures of the most beautiful courtesan in tomorrow s universe.
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Silisua Series

BANTAM BOOKS INC •



entered fandom in 1972 by 
joining the Peninsula Science Fantasy Association 
(PenSFA), a fan group located in the southern 
portion of the San Francisco Bay Area. For five 
years, Danny managed to be an obscure non-entity 
within Bay Area fandom, known by sight to few 
fans and by name to even fewer. In 1977, Danny 
was trapped by circumstances into becoming the 
Commander of PenSFA. Since then his downfall was 
swift and precipitous. He has been accused of 
being a SMOF, is part of APA PI and was judged by 
Jerry Jacks to be suitable convention fodder 
which is why Danny is a member of the Westercon 
32 committee.

Dona M. Kerns, who is handling membership, 
has been a science fiction reader since the early 
fourties. Dona discovered SF fandom via "Star 
Trek" and Equicon. Married 27 years to C. G., she 
has two children: Donald and Heather. She has 
taught English courses for Chabot College and now 
writes poetry and articles for Star Klique's 
"Bel 1erophon". She has also worked on numerous 
convent ions.
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The Argonaut Studios Collection

In 1968 Argonaut Studios was formed by Jim Thomas as a graphic 
arts service, designing and printing fanzines on a hand fed mimeo. It 
produced, as Jim’s own project, Argonautica, a very literary, five-color 
mimeographed zine which received lauditory reviews and a request for 
copies to be included in the New York Public Library.

In 1972, he was joined by George Barr who moved to San Jose from 
Los Angeles, bringing with him a fair beginning of a collection of his own, 
which already contained works by Vaughn Bode, Hannes Bok, Kelly 
Freas, and J. Alan St. John. As Jim’s home was then known by Bay Area 
fans as “The Studios,” George suggested no change in the established 
name. His moving coincided with the moving out of two former room
mates; Jim’s sister and a long time school friend. Suddenly every room in 
the house became available for the expansion of the growing accumula
tion of books and art. But they were not gathered indiscriminately. Pieces 
were added by careful selection from the best that was available, and 
there were aquired by bidding, buying, trading, and often by commission
ing the artists directly.

The graphic-arts-service aspect of the Studio, because of lack of 
time, was cut back to occasional publication of convention material and 
the PenSFA newsletter.

Soon the expanding collection outgrew the house and Jim and 
George moved together to a new and larger location. During the next 
couple of years, Jim himself emerged as an artist, winning prizes in 
convention artshows, and having his paintings featured on the cover of a 
national science-fiction film oriented magazine, Cinefantastique. With 
more contacts in the illustrating field, and a higher income, he found new 
opportunity for adding enviable pieces to the growing collection.

Though each new aquisition was carefully and often expensively 
framed, nothing was considered a “permanant fixture” in the house. The 
arrangements on the walls were in a constant state of flux as pieces were 
moved from area to area, room to room, to keep the feeling of the place 
fresh and new. Even regular visitors remarked upon the seeming endless 
supply of new art as minor pieces in one arangement suddenly emerged 
as important and major works because of having been moved to new 
surroundings. George’s feeling was: “If I walk through a room and don’t 
notice a picture, it’s been hanging there too long.”

When the slightly larger house next door came up for sale, the 
Argonaut Studios made another move to a permanent home. And 
having no landlord’s restrictions, it has become in a true sense a working
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AVERY SPECIAL SHOW...
IN THE ROYAL SUITE

JIM THOMAS - GEORGE BARR
ARGONAUT STUDIOS 904 Toyon Avenue 

San Jose, California



42 studio, with one of the largest rooms devoted solely to the production of 
art and illustration—a room where visitors are not invited and seldom 
allowed. It is a cluttered, chaotic jumble of art supplies, reference ma
terial, props, and countless projects in various stages of completion.

The graphic arts service still evidences itself in such accomplishments as 
the photography work on Alicia Austin’s Age of Dreams, and the prog
ress reports and program book for this convention. And in addition to art, 
the Argonaut Studios houses a growing aggregation of keyboard instru
ments, and has a fully equipped movie theatre for display of the steadily 
increasing library of films. A selection of these films will be run in the 
Bonanza Room in the evenings as an alternate to the main series, which 
will be in the Ralston Room.

Today, the Studio’s collection numbers in the hundreds of pieces 
and boasts, in addition to fine old classics by such as Finlay, McCauley, 
Lawrence, etc., some of the best of the newer illustrators, with beautiful 
unpublished works by Tim Kirk, Alicia Austin, Mike Minor, Michael 
Gilbert, Greg Davidson, and many others. In fact, few collections can 
claim more pieces of such high quality of either Kirk or Austin.

Among the three dimensional pieces, which include some prime 
examples of American Indian jewelry (much of it will be displayed upon 
the owners during the course of the Con.) are such diverse items as a 
bronze dragon by Charles R. Knight (dated 1918), a bronze Pooh by 
Harry Holt, jewelry by Dale Enzenbacher, a number of fine ivory netsuke, 
and several indescribably unique creations by Don Simpson.

Difficulty of display may prohibit the inclusion of a plethora of Bears 
and Frogs which inhabit the collection, though several will undoubtably 
sneak in—in the context of such paintings as: The Enchanted Place by 
Tim Kirk, and The Herald by Alicia Austin.

The core of the collection is, of course, the work of both Jim Thomas 
and George Barr. Neither are ego-oriented, nor particularly inclined to 
hang onto their own paintings, but each is in a uniquely advantageous 
position to claim first chance at the others’ works.

Space limitations will not permit the hanging of the entire collection 
down to the last shred of creation, so, as decisions had to be made, 
Argonaut Studios apologizes beforehand to any artist who’s works have 
not been included in this showing. They are no less valued than those 
shown.

For this exhibition, the pieces are numbered, and the displays pho
tographed. In addition to the 24 hour guard, the hangings will be checked 
periodically against the photos to cut down the possibility of theft. We 
hope the convention attendees will appreciate the difficulty involved in 
such a show, as well as the rare privilege it gives to view beautiful artworks



which the majority of us could have little other opportunity to encounter, 43 
and we trust it will be treated accordingly. Whether other collectors might 
in the future be persuaded to exhibit their possessions may well depend 
upon the respect with which the Argonaut Studios Collection is received.

The exhibit is in the Royal Suite. The hours will be posted.

ACE SCIENCE FICTION
A Grosset & Dunlap Company

THE NUMBER ONE SF TRADE 
BESTSELLER OF THE YEAR, OVER 
SIX MONTHS IN FIRST PLACE! ONLY 
LARRY NIVEN, PRE-EMINENT AUTHOR 
OF “HARD' SCIENCE FICTION, CO
AUTHOR OF THE NATIONAL BESTSELLER 
LUCIFER'S HAMMER, COULD HAVE 
WRITTEN IT - AND ONLY THE ART OF 
ESTEBAN MAROTO COULD HAVE DONE 
JUSTICE TO THE STORY

TRADE SF BESTSELLER OF THE YEAR'

NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE TIME 
TIME IN A POPULARLY PRICED 
EDITION — NOT ONE WORD HAS 
BEEN CHANGED;
MAROTO'S INCREDIBLY BEAt 
ILLUSTRATIONS HAS BEEN O



44 Costume Ball

The Masquerade will begin Friday at 8:00 P.M. Contestants should 
begin assembling in the Regency Room at 7:00 P.M. Friday, bringing 
their completed entry forms with them. Note the space for the maker of 
the costume, and give credit where it is due.

CONTESTANTS: Please note that costumes which are hazardous to 
other costumes are frowned upon: avoid peanut butter costumes. Also, 
open flames and incendiary devices will not be permitted. We reserve the 
right to cut off any presentation lasting more than three minutes at any 
point, and we will cut you off. If you need any special assistance, PLEASE 
let me know by leaving a message at the Con Registration Desk sometime 
before noon on Friday. This includes (but is not limited to) such things as 
the playing of cassettes you have provided, special assistance on the 
ramps to the stage, or help in finding a necessary last minute supply. 
There will be a special seating area, with a good view, for contestants.

EVERYONE: THERE WILL BE NO FLASH PHOTOGRAPHY 
DURING THE MASQUERADE! This means you! Flashes are potentially 
dangerous to the people wearing the costumes, and I don’t want anyone 
hurt. The camera of anyone caught taking flash pictures during the 
Masquerade will be subject to confiscation until the masquerade is over. 
We will try to supply areas with tungsten and daylight lamps for after the 
first runthrough in the Regency Room, and we will definitely have made 
allowance for flash photography there.

I hope you all enjoy yourselves this year at the wonderful Westercon 
Masquerade!

Fashions For The Elite Protoplasm
At last! An opportunity for you oft-neglected Terrans to visit the 

inter-dimensionally famous cabaret, ‘Chez Klaatu’H!

Join your host David Gerrold as he conducts you through the 
galaxy’s most chic sleazy dive, during a typical evening of (hopefully 
not-too-) riotous entertainment.

As we all know, ‘Chez Klaatu’ is THE place to see and be seen. One 
can hobnob with beings so famous they were thought by many to exist 
only in the imaginations of various authors. One can also hobnob with 
total scum.



‘Chez Klaatu’ has become the universe’s fashion showcase, and it is 45 

for this reason we will highlight its patrons on Saturday, July 7, at 8 p. m. in 
the Ralston Room.

Come one, come all!!! Come to the fashion event of the millenium!

(The proprietor of ‘Chez Klaatu,’ who is graciously allowing us to 
view his customers unaware, wishes to disclaim beforehand any respon
sibility to disinfect the audience after the show.)

SALUTES
IUESTERCOH 32
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for Westercon xxxiv
Gage Residence typical floor plan IMPORTANT NEWS!

Thanks to last minute changes we are able to offer a better 
site of the 1981 Westercon. The new site is the Gage 
Towers complex, the newest residence at the University of 
B.C., and the Student Union Building (right across the 
street)! The new site is at the northeast corner of the 
campus, only a block away from "The Village," a collec 
tion of restaurants and shops. The site of V Con's 5, VI 
and 7, Gage Towers will provide both accomodation and 
programming areas. The Student Union Building (SUB) 
offers the additional facilities needed for a successful 
Westercon. Like Gage, it was designed with convention 
use in mind. It features a 1000 seat ballroom, an adjoining 
250 seat Party Room, several rooms capable of holding 
around 100 people, a 428 seat professional movie theatre 
(including 35mm projectors) and a 2000 square feet Art 
Gallery. The PIT, in the depths of SUB, is a student run 
bar with a games room and bowling alley. SUB also has a 
full service cafeteria which will be operating throughout 
the convention.

Gage s unique room design lends itself well to SF conventions. Each floor is divided into four separate quad 
rants. In each quadrant, six single bedrooms are arranged around a livingroom/kitchen area (with working 
refrigerator) and bathroom (with separate bathtub). Each quadrant has a locking entrance, and each bedroom 
may be locked. 1979 rates are S12 per night. In addition, one bedroom suites complete with kitchen and 
bathroom facilities are available in an adjacent low-rise building. 1979 rates for suites are S24/single and S31, 
twin per night. The success of V Con parties proves the congeniality of the Gage site. Due to the availability 
of nearby restaurants, a meal plan is not required with your room.

Vancouver has the natural beauty of a seaport surrounded by mountains and the Pacific Ocean, with the 
university isolated on a peninsula from the city proper. Nestled in a forest and adjacent to the (in)famous 

Wreck Beach, the site offers a peaceful, non hotel atmosphere; yet downtown Vancouver is only fifteen 
minutes away.
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OurVXxkton 
Philosophy

We are not Ringling Brothers, 
Barnum & Bailey. With a massive ad 
campaign and a StarWars-type promotion, 
we probably could deliver an 
extravaganza that would fill the site 
of the 1962 Seattle World's Fair. But 
by avoiding such megalomaniacai 
schemes, avoiding local advertising, 
and using escalating membership rates, 
we can host the kind of WorldCon you 
want -- a reasonably-sized fannish 
convention with emphasis on literary 
science fiction.

In order to provide a great 
Worldcon, we have been meeting 
regularly since 1976 to plan 
operations, programming, publications, 
and all of the other aspects for which 
we are resonsible. We want the 
attendees at the Seattle Worldcon to be 
free to enjoy their convention. It is 
a big job, to be sure, but we wouldn't 
be willing to take it on unless we were 
absolutely certain that we could handle 
it. We are confident that we can.

We see the WorldCon as an organized 
meeting place for old friends and new, 
with activities catering to the needs 
of the attendees. We want the warm 
friendly atmosphere of a fan orientated 
literary convention. We feel that this 
is what the fan who attends a Worldcon 
should expect to receive from his 
hosts... and we intend to provide 
exactly that!

OurV.fxkton 
facilities

Ihe Seattle WorldCon Committee has 
reserved the beautiful Red Lion Inn for 
the site of the 1981 convention. The 
Red Lion's 35,000 square feet of 
function space will easily accomodate 
the fannish WorldCon we are planning, 
and it is all indoors! The 14,000 
square foot Universe Ballroom and the 
7,000 sq. ft. Galaxie Ballroom are 
complemented by a host of Saturn, 
Mercury and Apollo rooms with 
capacities of 25 to 400 fans. There 
are 72,000 square feet of meeting space 
in the Red Lion and adjacent hotels, of 
which 51,680 are currently committed to 
the Seattle WorldCon.

The Red Lion has more than 700 
guest rooms, and an additional 1400 
rooms are available in nearby hotels 
and still more are under construction.

The Red Lion's new tower makes it 
the largest hotel in the Northwest. 
The guest rooms are large and 
luxurious, and the architecture (glass
walled elevators, large terraced pool) 
is both contemporary and elegant. With 
three restaurants and two lounges, the 
Red Lion is everything a WorldCon Hotel 
should be!

But that is not all! The location 
is so convenient to Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport that you can walk 
between them if you wish, though free 
shuttle service is provided. For
drivers, there are acres of FREE 
PARKING available. The pool courtyard 
and the rustic hewn-timber passageways 
offer dozens of furnished alcoves ideal 
for those ubiquitous fangatherings.
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Hew to vote for 
Seattle in 1901

Americas Mo#
Livable Qty

The best time to visit Seattle is 
late August and early September, with 
mild and sunny weather. Think about 
planning your vacation here, since it 
might be hard to go home without seeing 
everything, and we've got everyth!ng.

It's a twenty minute drive to 
downtown Seattle. Park in back of the 
Pike Place Market, our local 
fantabulous farmer's market and 
craftsplace. Find real foods and fresh 
crumpets. Then follow the signs to the 
Seattle aquarium. Farther down the 
waterfront is the Washington State 
Ferry Terminal, including one that goes 
out to Bremerton, home of the 
battleship Missouri. Uphill from the 
Ferry Terminal is Pioneer Square, the 
original center of Seattle, and 
underneath Pioneer Square is the 
Underground Seattle Tour, from when 
Seattleites rebuilt on the ruins after 
the great fire of 1890.

Seattle Center, site of the *62 
World's Fair, can be reached by 
monorail (the Golden Age lives!) 
Aside from the open air concerts, 
there's the Pacific Science Center, 
with hands-on type exhibits. The 
Seattle Art Museum in Volunteer Park is 
known for the Asian collection. The 
University of Washington arboretum is 
as beautiful as it is educational. Or, 
tour the Boeing 747 final assembly 
plant. And there are so many 
restaurants, cafes and expresso 
shops....

Seattle is between Lake Washington 
and Puget Sound, for great sailing, 
boating and fishing. Set between the 
Cascades and the Olympic Mountains, 
there are trails for hiking and 
mountaineering. And Olympic National 
Park has the only temperate rain forest 
in this world.

We think you'll enjoy your stay in 
the Pacific Northwest.

H. WWW

Since WorldCon sites are selected 
two years in advance, you must be a 
member (attending or supporting) of 
SeaCon '79, the 37th World Science 
Fiction Convention in' Brighton, 
England, in order to vote. Balloting 
is done by mail, and ballots will be 
sent out in June, 1979. You may join 
SeaCon ‘79 by sending check or money 
order for $10 (supporting) or $20 
(attending) to: Tony Lewis,

P.O. Box 429, 
Natick, MA 01760.

You can also help bring the 
WorldCon to Seattle in 1981 by becoming 
a pre-supporting member for just one 
dollar (or more). As a pre-supporting 
member, you will receive our pre-bid 
progress report and a discount of at 
least $1.00 on your convention 
membership when we win the bid at 
Brighton.

Donations of help, advice, and/or 
money to aid our bidding effort ere 
sincerely appreciated.

Please write: Seattle in 1981
P.O. Box 24207 
Seattle, WA 98124
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Great New 
Science Fiction 
and Fantasy 
from Dell

SLAVES OF SLEEP
by L. Ron Hubbard $1.75
A swashbuckling adventure.
Features the original illustrations 
by Edd Cartier.

MASTER OF HAWKS 
by Linda E. Bushyager $1.95 
An epic fantasy adventure of 
combat between telepath and 
sorcerer. The first in a series 
of fantasies about mythical 
kingdoms.

DARKER THAN
YOU THINK
by lack Williamson $1.95 
One of the great werewolf 
stories of all time, from one of 
the great SF writers 
of all time!

Dell Publishing Co., Inc. • 1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza • New York, N.Y. 10017



"Special Thanks" continued from page 2

To Dick Lupoff for putting up with us all and giving 
us these two wonderful stories. . .To George Barr 
for living in a mess until this was finished and 
for Doing the fantastic artwork for the Progress 
Reports and the Program Book. . .To Dave Laubach 
at M. Boss for doing the gold stamping on the 
cover. . .To the folks at Superior Press for bailing 
us out of a tight situation when our publisher (not 
Sunnyvale Printers) could not meet our deadline. . 
To Charlie Brown for explaining our problem to 
Superior Press in a way which convinced them that 
we were serious.

A NOTE: You will notice an occasional lapse from 
typesetting into Selectric. . .this was necessary 
because of the late arrival of some of the text. 
We apologize for the slight jarring note. . .
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WE CARRY:

If we don 't have what you want.
Ask us and we'll try to get 

It for you.

HOURS: 11 am to 7 pm Monday through Friday
10 am to 8 pm Saturday
Closed Sundays
Will be open certain evenings for gaming

We also provide advice 
and consultation on 

most-Q^tnes

T) T p [11 4627 Geary Boulevard
U. 1 IM V/• San Francisco, CA 94118

(415) 387-4118

♦MILITARY AND FANTASY GAMES: Avalon Hill, Battleline 
Publications, Chaosium, Conflict Games, Fantasy Games 
Unlimited, Game Designers Workshop, Gametime, Judges 
Guild, Metagaming, SPI, TSR, and many others

♦MILITARY AND FANTASY MINIATURES: Air fix, Archives 
Atlantic, Dragon Tooth Fantasy, GHQ, Grenadier 
Heritage, McEwan, Mini-Figs, Rai Patha, and others

♦ACCESSORIES: Paints, Brushes, Dice, Etc 

*BOOKS: Science Fiction, Fantasy, History, Reference 
Game-related 

*NEW COMICS * MAGAZINES * BACKGAMMON * CHESS*

WE WILL ALSO FEATURE:
An extensive rental library of games and books *
Several gaming rooms and tables *
Demonstrations *
Tournaments *
Fantasy - Historical - Miniature Campaigns *
D & D and Sci-Fi gaming *
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BENVEB IN
WHY DENVER IN'81 
PROMISES TO BE 
THE BEST WORLDCON EVER

OUR CITY—Denver is cen
trally located, 1.000 miles 
closer to fans in the East, 
Midwest, Britain and 
Europe than any other bid 
ding city. The downtown 
area is compact and clean, 
with wide streets and bustl
ing energy Within a five to 
ten minute walk from our 
hotel one can view the State 
Capitol building, the spac
ious Civic Center, the Den
ver Mint, the new Denver 
Art Museum, the Colorado 
State Museum, the Judicial 
Heritage Center—to name 
just a few of the attractions 
The Mile High City snuggles 
close to the Front Range of 
the magnificent Rocky 
Mountains: the foothills are 
less than 30 minutes' driving 
time from downtown 
Mountain bus tours are 
available u

OUR FACILITIES—The 
downtown Denver Hilton 

occupies the area between 
the central business district 

and the State Capitol build
ings. and is bordered on 

one side by a huge park, it's 
about as ideally situated as 
you can imagine The hotel 
is a 20- minute trip by shuttle 

bus or limousine from 
Stapleton International Air
port and only a mile away 

from the Trailways/Grey- 
hound bus depot The Hilton 

has a total of 850 guest 
rooms, and the four over
flow hotels within a two- 

block radius bring the total 
to over 2.400 The Hilton's 

45,000 square feet of func
tion rooms, including the 
17.000 square-foot Grand 
Ballroom, can be supple
mented by the 5.000-seat 
outdoor Greek Theatre in 

Civic Center Park across the 
street.and the 1.500-seat 

Centre Theatre next door
The hotel is within easy 

walking distance of literally 
scores of eating places, in 

all price ranges, including 
five restaurants in the 

hotel itself and a giant 
McDonald's next door

OUR COMMITTEE—Ar. experienced committee is essential to hosting 
a successful Worldcon By 1981 various individuals ol our 20-member 
committee will have been involved in 13 successive MileHiCons and at 
least two Penulticons in this city alone as well as having either spon 
sored or assisted with such other cons as the small but very fanmsh 
Karvalcon YuccaCon and FortCon in Fort Collins. AmberCon in 
Wichita Kansas In addition many of us will have put in volunteer 
work on Iguanacon. Seacon and Noreascon But that's only halt the 
story of our experience In our mundane identities we include an attor 
ney two college professors a government comptroller a journalist a 
commercial artist several organizational managers assorted com 
puter programmers and engineers a few bright eyed students a 
housewite and a librarian One thing we all have is a lol of enthusiasm 
tor seeing that the Denver m 81 Worldcon comes oft right

A SPECIAL BONUS—Denvisions Thin Air Wonder Stones is our very 
own publication a 40 page zine with two halves and two covers 
done up in the old Ace Doubles style One halt is full of serious stuff our 
Worldcon philosophy our committee insights and other tacts and 
tigures worth knowing The other halt is a showcase edited by Denver 
authors Edward Bryant and Peter Alterman crammed full ot the odd 
ball humor and the literary talents ot DENVENTION 11 backers Getting 
a copy is easy All pre supporting members ot the Denver in 81 bid 
receive one
To become a pre supporting member send SI 00 to the address be 
low You 11 be loining the more than 600 others who have already in
vested in what promises to be the greatest Worldcon ever DENVER 
IN 1981

P.O.BOX 11545 DENVER,CO 80211



SO, THIS IS YOUR FIRST WESTERCON. . ?
You say you’ve been reading science fiction since your great-aunt 

Maude gave you the collected works of Colonel S. P. Meek (Ret.) for your 
sixth birthday; or you’ve been to the last three PoCons at the Hotel Snurd 
in Pocatello, Idaho, but you’ve never been to a Westercon before?

First off, relax, have a chair. What’s about to happen is supposed to 
be an enjoyable, fun five days.

You are what hard-core fans call a “neo.” This is short for neofan, 
and means just that, i.e. a “new” fan, someone who has just fallen into 
the world of the big science fiction convention. Some folks grow out of the 
neofan stage in one convention. Others take years to outgrow “neo” 
stages. A small group remains forever, perversely Peter Pan-like, neo.

When you registered at the convention, you were given your most 
important tool: a name badge. People will be coming up to you all 
through the con, staring at your badge, looking at your name and your 
hometown and either saying hello or walking away. If they say hello, say 
hello back, rarely will they bite—at least, not at this stage. If they walk on, 
ignore it; there are thousands more to meet. Keep your name badge 
visible at all times and don’t be afraid to look at other attendees’ badges. 
You’ll notice some people have fancy, hand-drawn badges on; these are 
usually long time con attendees.

Programming: Do not feel compelled to go to all the programming 
(at this Westercon, there is no way you can go to all the programming); 
pick out the items that strike your fancy, and ignore the rest. Please do not 
feel too embarrassed to ask questions during the times reserved for 
audience participation.

Dealer’s room, Art Show, et al: There are numerous display rooms 
open during the programming, so, during lulls, please go into the Dealer’s 
Room (you may just find that copy of the 1934 Thrilling Cosmic Stories 
you’ve been searching for) and the Art Show. Much of the art is for sale at 
very reasonable prices. Do not avoid these displays just because your 
favorite author is not there to speak or because it’s not all Star Wars 
oriented. Expand your horizons.

Nighttime: After the day programming comes the stuff the hard core 
fans come to the convention for: the parties. Most parties are “closed” 
parties, invitation by the host only. Don’t be discouraged. There will be 
plenty of “open” parties, people bidding for the right to put on various 
conventions, local fan clubs, generous hosts, and the like. Notices for 
these parties can be found on bulletin boards, the daily newsletter, and 
some quite unlikely places. (I’ll let you be surprised.)
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For those who don t like parties, there is always the Film Program.

Authors: You’ve always wanted to meet Ermintrude Quattermass, 
and there she is, not five meters away—what do you do? Most authors 
are nice people. Just go up to her, say how much you like her stuff, if you 
have a book handy ask for an autograph, and leave, politely, after she’s 
signed it. If the writer makes it clear you should hang around, stay. Many 
writers are perfectly willing, well-neigh deleriously willing, to discuss their 
own work. (Others are not, so don’t push.) It is very, very rude to 
approach an author and say how bad you thought her book was (even if 
you loathed it). Praise is always welcome; criticism should be asked for.

The committee: The committee is there to help insure your having a 
good time, but this does not mean they have to hold your hand 
throughout the con. If you have trouble with the hotel, or can’t find a 
particular program room, ask someone with an orange armband. They 
will try to help you. Don’t try to catch a running committee person on the 
fly. They’re probably running for a reason. Don’t pester the committee 
people with trivia.

Most important, relax, and try to have fun. It’s easy, go ahead, enjoy. 
You’ll have lots of company; that’s what everybody else is here for.

Copyright ® 1979 Jerry Jacks
All rights reserved

IF YOU’RE A WRITER, 
HOW COME I DON’T KNOW YOU?

You have sold two, six, ten short stories. You have published five, 
three, one of them. You have sold a novel. It has/has not been published. 
You know one or two other writers; you have/have not attended one or 
two conventions. You are coming to Westercon 32, and you are uncer
tain. How should you behave? How may you meet other writers? What is 
there to do at the convention? If this description sounds like you in any 
way, be comforted. You are not alone; fandom has a place for you— 
even a name. You are a neo-pro.

This program book will tell you most of what you need to know 
about what a science fiction convention is and what there is to do here. 
But there are some rules—suggestions, if you prefer—which might make 
it simpler for you, Jane Neopro, to find your way around.

1) A convention is to enjoy.
2) Ask—someone will know.
3) When in doubt—be polite.

If you are not having fun at a science fiction convention, you are 
doing it wrong. Relax. When you come in to register for the con, you’ll be



HISTORY "F THE WEST COAST SCIENCE FICTION CONFERANCE

1
DATE

Sept. 5, 19*8
CITY/NANE 
Los Angele*

SITE
Park-View Manor

1 1 Oct. 2, 19*9 Los Angeles Knights of Pythias Hall
1 1 1 June 18, 1950 Los Angeles Knights of Pythias Hall
IV June 29 - July 1, 1A51 San Francisco California Hall
V June 28 - 29, 1952 San Diego (Souwestercon) U. S. Grant Hotel
VI Hay 30-31. 1953 Los Angeles Hotel Commodore
VII Sept. 3, 195** San Francisco Sir Francis Drake
VII 1 July 3 - *, 1955 Los Angeles Hotel Commodore
IX June 30 - July 1, 1956 Oaki and Hotel Leamington
X July * - 7, 1957 Hollywood Hotel Knickerbocker
XI Sept. 1, 1958* Los Angeles (Solaeon) Alexandria Hotel
XII July 3 - 5, 1959 Seattle Moore Hotel
XIII July 2 - *, I960 Boise (Boycon) Owyee Hotel
XIV July 1 - 2, 1961 Oakland (Baycon) Hotel Leamington

XV June 30 - July 1, 1962 Los Angeles Alexandria Hotel

XVI July * - 7. 1963 Bur 11ngame Hyatt House Hotel

XVI 1 Sept. *, 1%** Oakland Hotel Leamlnton
(Pad f Icon 1 1)

XVIII July 3 - 5, 1965 Long Beach Edgewater Inn

XIX July 1 - *, 1966 San Diego Stardust Motor Hotel

XX July 1 - *, 1967 Los Angeles (Shercon) Sheraton-West Hotel

XXI Sept. 1, 1968* Berkely (Baycon) Hotel Clairmont

XXI 1 July 3-6, 1969 Santa Monica (Funcon II) Hotel Miramar

XXIII July 3 - 5, 1970 Santa Barbara Francisco Torres

XXIV July 2-5, 1971 San Francisco (SFCon 71) Hilton Inn

XXV June 30 - July *, 1972 Long Beach Edgewater Hyatt House

XXVI June 30 - July *, 1973 San Francisco (SFCon 73) St. Francis Hotel

RUFST OF HONOR CHAIRMAN/SPONSOR

XXVI 1 July 3 - 7, 197* Santa Barbara Francisco Torres

XXVIII July 3 - 6, 1975 Oakland (OakLAcon) The Leamington

Dr. Robert S. Richardson 
George Pal 
Ray Bradbury 
Gerald Heard 
Jack Wl 11lamson 
Mel Hunter 
Richard Matheson 
Mark Cl Ifton 
Richard Matheson 
Alan E. Nourse 
Rog Phill Ips 
Fritz Leiber

Jack Speer (fan) 
Jack Vance

Alva Rogers (fan) 
Kris Neville

F. M. & Elinor Busby (fan) 
Edmond Hamilton S Leigh Brackett

Forrest J. Ackerman (fan) 
Frank Herbert

Anthony Boucher (fan) 
Harlan El 1 Ison

John & Bjo Trimble (fan) 
Marlon Zimmer Bradley

Lon Atkins (fan) 
Philip Josd Farmer

Walter J. Dougherty (fan) 
Randall Garrett

Roy Tackett (fan) 
Jack Williamson

Rick Sneary (fan) 
Avram Davidson

Don Simpson (fan) 
Lloyd Biggie, Jr.

Len Moffett (fan) 
Larry Niven

George Barr (fan)
James Nelson Coleman (special) 
Kerwin Mathews (special)

Philip K. Dick
Charles Burbee (fan) 

David Gerrold
Charlie S Dena Brown (fan)

E. Everett Evans/LASFS 
Walter J. Dougherty/LASFS 
Freddie Hershey/Outlanders 
Tom Qulnn/Llttle Men+ 
Roger Nelson & William F. Nolan 
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56 given a badge with your name on it. Pin it to your shirt. It doesn’t matter if 
no one recognizes you. Do you want to meet other writers? Go to the 
Science Fiction Writers of America (SFWA) suite. If you don’t know 
where it is —see Rule 2. If you’re a SFWA member, you belong there, 
and if you aren’t a SFWA member, you may be qualified to join. You can 
find out at the suite. Walk in. Have a drink. Say hello. Usually the person 
running the suite is friendly, clean, courteous and will be glad to introduce 
you to the fawks writers at the bar. Writers love to talk to one another. A 
simple “I read ‘Green Slime Monsters of Mars’ and loved it” will be 
sufficient to break the ice—as long as you did, indeed, read it. Don’t be 
afraid to approach the people you consider luminaries; all of them were 
once one-story writers. (Anyway, most science fiction writers only glow in 
the dark.)

Don’t be shy about visiting the art show or the dealers’ tables, or 
about going to the program. That’s what it’s for. The Basic Writer’s Panel 
(often called the How-To-Count-Words panel) can be exceedingly in
formative. If you’ve sold a story to Editor X and Editor X is on a panel, see 
it, and when it’s over, introduce yourself. If you have lots of energy, use it. 
It’s never too late to volunteer for program items. You may leave your 
name at the registration desk. Don’t expect anything, however; though 
you may be pleasantly surprised, you’re more likely to be told that the 
panel you’d like to be on is full.

If you are not shy—a word of warning is in order. You may know 
that you’re the greatest writer since H.P. Lovecraft, Doc Smith, and 
Edgar Rice Burroughs, but science fiction fans have been watching 
neo-pros come and go like thunderstorms for 30 years, and are likely to 
have a less exalted opinion of you. If people come up to you, peer at your 
name badge, and say, “Who are you? I don’t know you,” be kind. 
They’re probably known to more people in the room than you are. Most 
fans will avoid such mannerless comments. Of course, so must you avoid 
making stupid remarks if introduced to Charles N. Brown, Alicia Austin, 
or Victoria Schochet (fan, artist, and editor, respectively). They aren’t 
Isaac Asimov—but then, neither are you.

Remember, you are fandom’s guest at its convention. Remember, 
too, that few fans and fewer editors really want to hear the entire plot of 
your next novel.

Eat light. Stay flexible.

San Francisco is a lovely and exciting city, so, if you’re a visitor, be 
prepared to take some time off to explore. Most of the real fun of the 
convention happens not during the day, at the program, but at night, at 
the room parties. Beware of crashing closed-door parties, but, even if you 
don’t want to go to Minneapolis in ‘73, do go to the bidding parties. 
(Minneapolis in ‘73? Yes. See Rule 2.) They’re fun, and you will meet



interesting people who may invite you into one of those closed-door 57 
parties. Besides, the beer is free.

Have a good time! Keep in mind that genuine friendships and real 
professional contacts are more valuable than getting your ego stroked 
(known in fandom as ‘egoboo’). Next convention, more people will know 
who you are. Bill Rotsler may make you a nametag. You may even 
receive a letter asking you to be on a panel, or to read, or to be a 
toastmaster or guest at a regional con. When that happens, you may be 
sure that you are out of the neo stage, and are well on your way to 
becoming a plain old dirty pro.

Copyright © 1979 by Elizabeth A. Lynn 
All rights reserved.

Banquet
Our banquet will be Saturday, July 7th at noon in the Garden 

Court of the Sheraton-Palace.
In lieu of rubber chicken, we have decided to simply have a 

private sitting of the traditional Garden Court buffet.
The buffet consists of:

*Several kinds of salads
*Fresh fruits
*Cold sturgeon and salmon
*Fresh baked croissants and breads
*Eggs Florentine
*Scrambled eggs
* Crepes with cheese
*Bacon and sausage
*Hawaiian fish in sauce
*Roast beef cut to order
*Ham cut to order
*The dessert table (Including chocolate, mint, lemon and 
strawberry Mousses and various cakes and English trifle 
with raspberry and chocolate sauces)

The banquet will start at noon, we’re allowing an hour for eating, 
then we will have what awards and ceremony seem appropriate.

Cost of the banquet is $12.50 per person, including tax and tip. 
Wine is not included in the above price, but is available.

Tickets are very limited, the room only seats 300 people for 
such a dinner. We recommend that you send for your banquet tickets 
as soon as you decide that you are interested. Tickets, if available, 
will be on sale at the convention until noon on Friday.



Joseph stepped out of the old man’s room and walked down to the 
ground floor of the house. His eye flicked to the clockface near the front 
door, confirming that the visitor was due in a few minutes. Satisfied, 
Joseph crossed the living room, seated himself deliberately in an easy 
chair and opened the humidor beside it.

He had barely time to light a dark, fragrant havana when the door 
chimes sounded. Joseph’s glance crossed the clock again; yes, the 
newsman was on time. A good sign. It indicated that he was likely to live 
up to other agreements, not annoy the old man too much, not upset the 
household unduly. This was a special day for the press and for the old 
man, but the house would still be here tomorrow and every day after. 
Disruptions were unwelcome.

Joseph answered the door himself, compared the flesh appearance 
of the reporter with his picturephone image and with his own, Joseph’s 
carefully groomed prosperous middle-aged bulk. The reporter was 
young but not as young, in person, as Joseph had expected. Another 
point in his favor. This story would demand a certain perspective and 
sensitivity that a very young man couldn’t have developed as yet; it was 
good that the media pool had sent someone like this.

“Mr. Amberly,” the reporter said, “I’m Michael Callahan. May I 
come in?”

Joseph gestured the visitor into the living room. The reporter waited 
for him to follow and resume his easy chair before seating himself on the 
Egyptian-style couch that stood at right angles to the chair. “I trust Mr. 
Neilson is feeling well today,” he said.

Joseph nodded. “He’s napping now. Mrs. Amberly is with him. You 
know, she is his daughter. I’ve offered to engage a nurse for him, and 
even the government has offered to help, but Maria” (he pronounced it 
with a long i) “insists on caring for him herself.”



“I understand,” said Callahan. “How soon do you think he’ll wake 59 

up?”

“Oh, we can get him up for you any time. You know, he’s in his 
nineties. He’s very seldom out of bed these days. Just dozes and wakes, 
dozes and wakes.”

“But I can talk with him, get answers to some questions?”

‘ ‘Of course you can try, just try not to upset him. You know, at his age 
I’m afraid he’s not really in this world very much of the time. Sometimes 
he imagines it’s still the old days, talks to people who died years ago, 
decades ago.

“Simply old age,” Joseph explained. “The doctor says he’s in about 
as good condition as can be expected. And he still has his lucid moments. 
But one of these days something will just stop working, I suppose his heart 
will stop pumping, and he’ll slip quietly away. Maria is ready for it. I 
suppose that’s why she spends as much time with him as she does.

“And then there will be no more Martians.”

The reporter grinned faintly. “Do you mind if I snap on my re
corder?” he asked. “That would have been a good line to use.”

“I thought you came to see Scott Neilson, not me,” Joseph replied. 
He picked up his havana and relit it, sliding the humidor in a half-circle on 
its soft felt base and offering a cigar to Callahan.

The reporter took one and lit it.

“Frankly, Mr. Amberly, the news value in this story is pretty minimal. 
It’s an anniversary, but nothing is really happening today and the way 
that everybody plans to use it is as a kind of human interest feature. You 
know, ‘Fifty years ago this man became the first human ever to set foot on 
an alien planet,’ that kind of thing. Even then it’s stretching a point, but I 
guess the moon isn’t quite an alien planet and Mars clearly is.

“There’ll be a lot of photos and tapes of the event, and comments 
from leading scientists today contrasted with the reactions when the 
landing took place.

“The point is, if Mr. Neilson can’t give us much footage, we’ll have to 
de he thing around him. You see what I mean?”

Joseph grunted. “Understand. Well then, if you .ant to record me 
too—oh, I see you’ve got it running already.”

The reporter grinned.

“You, uh, Mr. Neilson isn’t in financial need, then?” Callahan as' ed.



go “Oh no, no such problem. He lives with us because Maria, that is, we 
want him. He could have a place of his own with an attendant, or he could 
go to a National Home.

“He saved his money, you know, and there was quite a lot of it at 
first. Books, personal appearances, some product endorsements. He 
invested cautiously—”

“On your advice?”

“Yes, Maria and I married quite young and we’ve always been close 
to her father.”

Joseph leaned back in his chair and puffed on his cigar.

In the silence of the room, traffic sounds from the street outside 
became audible, the soft whir of the reporter’s small multi-media recorder 
blended with the road noises and the subdued humming of the radio
clock to fill the living room with a miniature presence of the pervasive 
background noise of civilization—or perhaps of the universal om.

Michael Callahan stirred uncomfortably. “Um, as much as I enjoy 
chatting, Mr. Amberly—”

Joseph fixed him with a steady look.

“—I did come to interview Mr. Neilson. Do you think we could see if 
he’s awake now?”

Joseph carefully extinguished his cigar in the amber-glass ash tray 
that stood beside the humidor and left the extinguished cigar balanced in 
one of the grooves in the raised edge of the ash tray. He stood. Callahan 
did the same, his own cigar remaining clenched in his teeth. Joseph said, 
“If you don’t mind . . . there’s oxygen equipment in Mr. Neilson’s room.”

The reporter placed his cigar in the ash tray with Joseph’s and 
followed him to the door of the bedroom.

Joseph knocked softly. In a moment there was a sound of soft shoes 
brushing a carpet. The door opened quietly. A middle-aged woman 
slipped through and closed the door softly behind her. “He’s still nap
ping,” she said in a low voice, “I wanted to read him Vice President 
Mendez’ message, but I suppose it can wait.” She held a piece of 
elaborately engraved stationery in one hand.

“Vice President Mendez?” the reporter asked.

“This is Mr. Callahan,” Joseph said. “He’s come to see your father 
for the media, Maria.”

“Of course.” She extended her free hand and shook hands with 
Callahan. “I believe we spoke by picturephone one time.”
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“Mrs. Amberly, I’m sure that the Vice President’s office will release 
the text of that greeting to the media. What I really want is to talk with your 
father, even if only for a few minutes. That will make the heart of my story. 
Without a few feet of Mr. Neilson it will hardly be any story at all.”

“All right.” She stepped back and opened the door again. Michael 
Callahan followed her into the old man’s bedroom. Joseph Amberly 
followed him closely.

The room looked more like that of a boy than one suited for a man. 
The walls were covered with enlarged photographs, posters, pennants, 
and other memorabilia. Most of the pictures were associated with the sole 
successful Mars expedition, that had landed just fifty years ago on the 
surface of the fourth planet.

Pictures of the four men who made the flight, space-suited, helmets 
on their arms like football backs in a publicity shot, identical expressions 
on their faces evincing a combination of eagerness, confidence, serious 
determination to reach Mars and return home safely. Unlike the first 
international effort that had ended disastrously months after a seemingly 
perfect launch from the then-giant international equatorial space station.

A carefully posed shot of the four spacemen climbing aboard their 
shuttle craft for the flight up to the space station: Neilson, Chang, Tsinov- 
kin, Ramamurti. Each in his distinctively colored suit, Tsinovkin with the 
conspicuous markings of the commander of the expedition.

Pictures of the earth as seen from the shuttle craft, of the shuttle as 
seen from the space station, of the station with the earth in the back
ground as seen from the huge Mars booster, of the booster leaving the 
station, its tail of hot glowing ions fading from white near the beryllium- 
ceramic combustion chamber of the booster down through pale yellow, 
orange, red.

Photographs of the earth-luna binary, then of Mars as seen from 
steadily diminishing distances: millions of miles, then thousands, hun
dreds, down to blown-up frames taken by the MEM’s automatic landing 
and takeoff sequence cameras.

The four spacemen inside their returning capsule, the streak of their 
craft passing the equatorial space station as they arrived home, their 
incredible flaming shot through the earth’s atmosphere and the towering 
column of steam and water that marked their splashdown in the Pacific.

On tables and stands there were scale models of the spacecraft 
involved in the great expedition. A golden plaque presented by the UN 
Secretary-General and the Presidents of the four great powers to each of 
the returning spacemen.



63A poster of Neilson, his face looking a few years older than it did in 
the space photographs, with the slogan VOTE FOR NEILSON—U.S. 
SENATE in brightly colored block letters still hardly faded by the passage 
of decades.

Michael Callahan turned his recorder on the old man lying in his bed. 
Neilson’s face was thin, his scalp bald, his cheeks hollow. His eyes were 
closed. His body was covered by a light blanket. It looked as fragile as that 
of a child suffering from a lengthy and incurable disease.

Beside the bed stood a tall green oxygen tank, a breathing mask 
hanging ready for use on a moment’s notice.

Neilson’s chest moved slowly, shallowly with each breath. The slight 
movement was the only sign of life.

Callahan said “Mr. Neilson, can you hear me?”

The thin, brittle-looking form stirred slightly. A faint sound, barely 
audible, came from its lips.

Callahan looked at Joseph Amberly, was referred by the latter’s 
expression to Maria Amberly. “You may as well ask your questions, Mr. 
Callahan. He may answer you or he may not.”

The reporter flushed, turned back to the ancient figure. “Uh, Mr. 
Neilson, fifty years today the first men ever to reach Mars and return alive 
set foot on the soil of the red planet. Can you remember what it was like, 
your feelings when you first stood on the face of an alien world?”

The room was filled with the sound of the recorder. Motor vehicles 
moving outside were nearly muffled by the thick walls and heavy curtains 
of the old house. An aircraft passed overhead, the only evidence of its 
passage a faint overtone in the constant background noise.

The old man stirred, his lips moved and made a low, whispering 
sound. His eyes opened for a moment, tried to focus on a wall-hung 
photographic enlargement, closed again.

“I’m sure there are times when he remembers,” Maria Amberly said. 
“It was all set down when they returned, of course, at great length. My 
father wrote a book. And of course there was the video transmission of 
the event itself and the ship’s log.”

Joseph Amberly said “Of course you understand that Tsinovkin was 
the first member of the expedition to leave the MEM. His words were 
transmitted back to earth. Every schoolboy knows what they were.”

“Of course,” said Callahan. He raised the video input device of his 
recorder and turned it slowly, taking in the relics and souvenirs that filled 
the old man’s room.



64 “One thing that was never fully explained,” the reporter went on. 
“Did your expedition ever find any traces of the first expedition? I’ve 
been through the files and it seems that in the excitement of the time 
when your spacecraft returned home, the fate of the first crew was 
somehow put aside.”

The thin form on the bed seemed to struggle briefly, then subsided.

Callahan saw an angry red rise from Joseph Amberly’s collar and 
suffuse his heavy-fleshed face. “As you well know, Mr. Callahan, that 
portion of the second expedition’s report was classified immediately 
upon their debriefing. It has never been released by the UN or the four 
governments. If you try again to trick that information out of a helpless old 
man you will have to leave immediately.”

“I’m sorry.”

“Mr. Neilson hasn’t granted an interview in years. You’re only here 
because of the anniversary. Don’t abuse our hospitality, please!”

“I said I was sorry.” He turned back to the thin figure. “What do you 
think of the space program today, fifty years after you visited the red 
planet? Do you think the space stations and the unmanned planetary 
shuttles are the right approach? Do you think the interstellar probes 
should carry human crews instead of the automatic instrumentation that 
they have on board?”

Scott Neilson lay on his bed, his eyes barely open. They seemed to 
be fixed on the oversized motion picture frame that showed the surface of 
Mars directly below the descending MEM. The landing craft’s chemical 
exhaust obscured most of the picture, but brown-red dusty soil was 
visible as well, kicking up in fine clouds where the hot gases struck. A bit of 
fuzzy green vegetation was caught, too, barely in one corner of the 
photograph.

Neilson’s hands moved slightly at his sides, fumbling at the coverlet 
as if seeking controls and switches not there. Once more his lips were 
moving, the whispers that emerged incomprehensible to the reporter 
who stood beside his bed.

“I’m afraid he isn’t able to answer very well today,” Maria Amberly 
said. “Perhaps another time, Mr. Callahan.”

Joseph Amberly took the reporter by the elbow and guided him 
firmly through the doorway, back toward the living room. Maria Amberly 
closed the door behind them, remaining in the bedroom with her father, 
his relics, and the oxygen equipment.

“I’m afraid that train of questioning would only have got him upset,’’ 
Joseph said to Callahan. He held the humidor toward the reporter,



waited while he took a fresh cigar. “It’s a simple matter of economics. 65 

Unmanned craft can do anything manned craft can do, cheaper, more 
simply, more easily.

And of course there’s the safety factor. We lose a Neptune probe, 
that’s regrettable but it’s only a machine. No need to waste precious 
lives.”

Do you think he’d agree with that?” Michael Callahan asked. As he 
spoke he gestured toward the closed bedroom door.

“He’s a very old man, Mr. Callahan. When he was young—when I 
was just a boy and before you were born, I’d venture from your looks— 
he was full of romantic ideas. Spacemen were glamorous, to be sure. But 
practical heads must govern, every sensible person agrees to that.”

“Then you think he wouldn’t want us to resume manned flights to 
the planets?”

“He’s in his second childhood.” Joseph Amberly picked his cold 
cigar out of the tray where he had left it. He lit a match and puffed the 
havana back into life. “In fact,” he resumed, “really more like his second 
infancy, I’m afraid.”

The reporter stood and started toward the front door. “It’s really too 
bad he couldn’t answer my questions,” he said. “Still, I can give my editor 
the shots of his room and a little of him lying in bed. At least his eyes were 
open. We can voice-over it and get some sort of coverage.”

He shook hands with Joseph Amberly. Joseph escorted him to the 
front door and opened it for him. “Perhaps you can build your story 
around the Vice President’s anniversary greeting.”

Michael Callahan made a noncommittal response before stepping 
back into the street. It sounded something like umm, or Om.
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COME TO OUR AUTOGRAPH 
PARTY AT WESTERCON!

' Authors -

RICHARD LUPOFF
THE OVA HAMLET PAPERS

WILMAR SHIRAS
CHILDREN OF THE ATOM

— Illustrators —

GRANT CANFIELD
WHA T MAD UNI VERSE

LELA DOWLING
CHILDREN OF THE ATOM

TRINA ROBBINS
THE OVA HAMLET PAPERS

The Ova Hamlet Papers, by Richard Lupoff, with illustrations by 
Trina Robbins and introduction by Philip Klass, is available for the 
first time ever at Westercon XXXII in a special edition limited to 
1000 copies, priced at $5.95.
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NOSEPICKERS OF DAWR 
Ova Hamlet

Ne’ er did I think when first I came to the planet Dawr that here would 
happiness I find. No, on the contrary, when the slaver pieplate from Dawr 
descended on me as I strolled near my palatial Long Island estate and the 
slave-raiders tugged me into the craft, I thought the game was up.

My estate is in a secluded, bucolic section of Long Island City. I was 
out strolling, clad only in a borrowed negligee and velvet choker, and 
apparently the slavers mistook me for a woman. Hah! What a surprise 
they were in for! I fought them tooth and nail, scratching, biting, and 
kicking, squealing and squirming, until they subdued me and threw me, 
bound and gagged, into a murky corner of their perfectly round 
spaceship.

I lay there whimpering in the dark until we arrived at the planet that 
lies directly opposite the moon in the sun’s orbit, where it is perpetually 
hidden from earthly eyes. Of course, the Dawries know all about earth 
and have been visiting here for years. Mostly they drag away proud and 
haughtly earthwomen for the sheer fun of breaking their spirits in the 
slave-pens of Dawr.

But once in a while they take a man, either by mistake, or just 
because they think he’s such a sweety that they can’t keep their horny 
little paws off his bod.

Where do you think Judge Crater is?

How about Jimmy Hoffa?

Lin Piao?

Lavrenti Beria?

Ho! say I, and, Ho! and once again yet, Ho!

Dawr, that’s where they are!

Well, as I was saying, they no sooner dragged me from my snug little 
corner to the center of the pieplate after we’d landed on Dawr, delivering 
the most delicious little kicks here and tugs there as they did it, when one 
of those great nasty bullies grabbed me in a certain spot (I can’t tell you 
where, blush!) and drew back his hand with the speed of a weasel.

“Whoopsie!” he exclaimed in rage.

“’Sa matter?” his companion grumbled. “She bite? Har, har, har!”
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Vancouver, Canada
1971 V-CON I............. . GoH Ursula K. Le Guin

1972 V-CON II............ . GoH Philip K. Dick

1974 V-CON III.......... .. GoH Frank Herbert

1975 V-CON 4.............,. GoH Robert Silverberg

1976 V-CON 5............ .. GoH Larry Niven

Special Guest Terry Carr

1977 Westercon XXX GoH Damon Knight

FGoH Frank Denton

Special Guest Kate Wilhelm

1978 V-CON VI.......... .. GoH A.E. Van Vogt

FGoH Susan Wood

1979 V-CON 7............ .. GoH Jack Vance

Toastmaster Frank Herbert

HERE ARE SOME OF OUR EXPERIENCED PEOPLE:

Ed Beauregard:. V-Con 4 Programming; V-Con 5 Registrar; BCSFA President and V Con 7 Treasurer. 
Norma Beauregard: V Con 5 Treasurer; V-Con 7 Chief GoFer; past BCSFA Secretary.
Becky Bennett: Seattle in '81 Bid Secretary; BCSFA Information Officer; Norwescon 1 Operations Chief.
Alan R. Betz: Technical Support V-Con's III 7; past BCSFA President and Treasurer.
Cara Elrod: Past BCSFA Secretary; V-Con VI Secretary.
Steve Forty: V Con VI and 7 Registrar; BCSFA Vice-President.
David Greer: V Con VI Treasurer; past BCSFA Treasurer.
Tim Hammell: Captive Artist.
Ed Hutchings: Past BCSFA Treasurer; Film Programming V Con's III 7 and Westercon XXX.
Jo Anne McBride: Secretary and Treasurer Summercon; Film Programming Alpha Draconis; V Con VI & 7 

Bacchanal.
Fran Skene: V Con 5 Publications; Westercon XXX & V Con VI Chairperson; past BCSFA President.
John Thomson: Past BCSFA Vice President; Westercon XXX Publicity.
Ken Wong: V Con 5 7 Huckster Co ordinator.

The fans in Vancouver are determined to put on a good con. We are enthusiastic enough to have innovative 
ideas but experienced enough to do a big job right. And we haven't been around for so long that this would 
be "just another Westercon” to us. We want to host Westercon, we want you to attend, and we want to do 
the job right!

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE: WESTERCON IN '81
P.O. Box 48478, Bentall Station
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V7X 1A2



71“She’s no she,” the first Dawrie said. He reached over and removed 
mV 9a9- This is how he did it. He took my cheeks between the tumb and 
fingers of one strong, rough hand, and with the other he reached right 
between my lips and pulled out the gag. His hand was right inside my 
mouth. I could feel those nasty rough fingers right on my tender pink 
tongue.

Well!

Anyway, dearie, we did get everything straightened out after a while. 
My cruel, sadistic, just absolutely too terrible for words, captors, were 
Replings. Their arch-enemies were the Dimkats. We were on the planet 
Dawr, as you have probably by now almost guessed for certain sure. In 
fact, as one of those awful brutes explained to me, we had landed in the 
headquarters region of the Replings, a place called Dzocq Valley.

I tried to stop the two nasty slavers, but for all that I struggled and 
pleaded, they succeeded finally in getting me all untied and hustled me 
out of the pieplate. They were going to be in trouble. They’d been sent to 
earth to capture one of our stuck-up and independent women, all of 
whom are really very frustrated and unhappy except they won’t admit it. 
What they really want is to be beaten, mastered, subdued, commanded, 
whipped, punished, scolded, broken, humiliated, whipped, hit, kicked, 
thrashed, smitten, socked, batted around a bit, have their clothes pulled 
off, get shoved about, made to whimper, cry, beg, plead—

Pardon me a minute, I can’t go on just now.

Mmmhh, uhh, ooh, ahh.

Phew!

Well, as I was saying in that serious philosophical discussion above, 
hmm, I think you have the idea by now.

Of course, Dawrie women like that stuff too. But they get it from 
girlhood onward, and by the time they’re much past their tenth or 
eleventh year they’re pretty well played out. Mature fast, age fast. You 
know how it is. Heh, heh. Too bad.

But those haughty and frigid earthwomen (they all are, you know, 
know you, are all they) are just begging (inside, where it doesn’t show) to 
be punched, booted in the ass, elbowed in the ribs and et cetera.

Where was I?

Oh, I was in the Dzocq Valley.

I told the horrid nasty Replings who I was.

“Norm Johnman,” I told the two Replings, sticking out my soft pink 
hand.



72 They looked at it in scorn, exchanged a few whispered sibbilants, 
then to me turned again once. “We are slave-traders,” the bigger and 
brawnier and more muscular and tough and nasty and rough-looking 
one with the calloused hands and the big scar on his tough masterful 
cheek and the strong rough hands and the deep masterful voice said. 
“My name bein’ by way of Mill Vergor and my buddy here’s Verg Miller. 
Our boss’ s name is Mem Vigger and he’s gonna be madder’ n hell and he 
won’t take any more of this stuff. Last time we brought in a drag queen by 
mistake he had us on the carpet for half a thooq!”

“Yeah,” Verg Miller took over from Mill Vergor. Verg was broader- 
shouldered and more muscular, with rippling sinews and big calloused 
strong hands and hairy arms and a funny little snaggle-toothed grin that 
nobody in the world could possibly have resisted and his hair all curly was 
where it from underneath the brim of his turban it snuck out 
mischievously.

“That qooth of a boss,” Mill Vergor took back over, “he axed us 
where we got the drag queen and we told him and he said, ‘Look, just 
stay the noothq out of leather bars and make sure of the merchandise 
before you drag it all the way across 47 quintillion qoonths of space here 
to Dawr!’ And I said, ‘Well, I’ve never been so insulted in my life, you 
Mem Vigger you, and if you don’t treat me better I m going to quit this 
rotten job and go on thnorq stamps if I have to.’ Well, that told him!”

Well, as you probably know by now from reading the 1978 Dawr 
story, the 1977 Dawr story, the 1976 Dawr story, the 1975 Dawr story, 
and all the rest of them, I fit in just perfectly here on Dawr. At first I thought 
I wanted to go back to nasty old earth.

Well, that shows how much I knew!

On earth, all the men are nothing but a bunch of pansies!

And all the women are nothing but a bunch of stuck-up, horrid, 
conceited bitches. Frigid, too! Every last one of them!

Yes, they are, too! Don’t answer back!

Oh, but here on Dawr, well, here they know how to make a woman 
happy! Or, should I say, / know how to make a woman happy. Blush!

Well, after a while Verg Miller and Mill Vergor and I got to be 
marvelous chums. Every once in a while we’d go down to the slave pens 
and buy us a slave girl and have some fun breaking her. The only trouble 
was, they were all Dawries. Some were Repling women, some were 
Dimkats, but like all good Dawrie women they’d been humiliated, be
aten, shoved around, bruised, tied up, humiliated, shamed, humbled, 
hurt, harried, tormented, and all of that other good stuff ever since they



were babies. They were very happy and fulfilled but most of the fun was 73 
used up.

One day Verg Miller and Mill Vergor and I were sitting at a rough 
wooden table at the Golden Archer’s near Cabot Lodge in Dzocq Valley. 
We were complaining a lot, drinking thnrooqberry mead and I was 
looking from Verg to Mill and from Mill to Verg trying to decide which one 
of my marvelous chums I liked better (it was very hard to decide, if you 
take meaning my), when in walked—I should say, swaggered—the 
nastiest, meanest cruellest-looking, most horrible, vicious, outrageous- 
appearing person I have every eyes laid on.

Incredible!

He had the robes and dagger of a Dawrie slave-raider. From the cut 
of his burnoose he was a Dimkat, and from the looks of him he was just 
back from a trip to earth. He just had that look to him. You know. Kind of 
smirky and smarmy.

He turned to face a waiter scurrying up and commanded him, 
“Bring me a Big More, scoundrel!”

The waiter scurried away.

The newcomer reached under his burnoose and drew out a thong. 
He started pulling on it. I could see that the other end was through the 
turquoise duct characteristic of the Dzocq Valley dragging. The slaver 
tugged at the rope and there came staggering and stumbling through the 
entryway an earth woman.

Haughty and contemptuous, sneering with disdain (and, I assure 
you, frigidity), she stood erect. She was wearing the latest voile fichu frock 
and patent-leather pumps, and shiny tight stockings and she had long 
pointy fingernails and her eyes looked all red and runny like she’d been 
crying or trying not to cry and getting mad and he had her hands tied 
together behind her back and that pulled her shoulders back so her 
headlights were pointing through her crepe chennile and her eyes flashed 
angrily at the slaver and he cuffed her once right across the chops and she 
had this choke collar rivetted around her neck I thought that was just the 
nicest part of it all I’ve always liked those a whole lot. I could see that she 
wasn’t sealed yet to her permanent Dawrie master because the Dawries 
mark their slave-women with a little golden ornament that looks some
thing like a beautiful jewelled ice-pick that they drive through the septum 
so they can drag their slaves around by the nose when they feel like 
making them really happy and satisfied the way all women, really want to 
be treated inside only most of them won’t admit it because they’re 
secretly frigid and they don’t want anybody to know it.

Well I flashed a look from one of my marvelous chums to the other





and I decided to have a little fun with this new arrival. Besides, I had got 75 

just a little bit tipsy on thnrooqberry mead, and this big new fellow made 
me want to capture his attention.

“Say there, slaver,” I cried out.

He glared at me.

“Want to sell that little bundle of jollies?” I asked coyly.

He snarled. “Who tries to buy a newly captured acquisition from the 
famous slaver Yan Blan Tyne?” he demanded.

I introduced myself and my marvelous chums, thinking all the while, 
Yan Blan Tyne, the famous Yan Blan Tyne. Well, of all the coincidences! 
“I know that fresh merchandise is more valuable than shopworn goods,” 
I conceded, “but I’d be willing to bid as much as fifty fleerz for her.”

Perhaps it would well be for me I should explain you the Dawrie 
monetary system. Their smallest unit, pressed in white enamel coins of 
shape rectangular, are called chiclets. Seventeen and a quarter chiclets 
make a dentyne. The dentyne is pink and rectangular, about 3.72566 
centimeters long by .7654321 centimeters wide and not as thick as you 
think. Nine and three-eighths denty nes make a wrigley, which is long, flat, 
and gray. Five wrigleys make a bazooka (round and about the size of a 
good cats-eye shooter). And four bazookas make a fleerz.

There are also several obsolete units of Dawrie currency, the best 
known being the beeman. At expensive saloons, prices are still some
times in beemans gequoted. A beeman was worth a doubled fleerz plus 
three and an eighth chiclets.

By bidding fifty fleerz for the flaring-eyed floozy, I was offering 
roughly $1.85 in American moolah.

“Fifty fleerz!” Yan Blan Tyne blanched. “A mighty price for this bit 
of baggage, fellow. But I won’t part with her unbroken. But here,” he 
fumbled beneath his burnoose, “just to show that I have no hard feelings, 
let’s all just share a little of my jrrtolk.”

The slave behind him seemed to become alarmed at this, and her 
head shook at us. Yan Blan noticed this and jerked at her tether to quiet 
her. She managed, somehow, to conceal her pleasure and gratitude at 
the treatment.

Verg Miller and Mill Vergor and I each picked up a piece of Yan 
Blan’s jrrtolk and a bit of it consumed. Too late we realized what the slave 
had tried unsuccessfully to us warn about. This wasn’t the tasteful, 
refreshing original jrrtolk. It was the phony stuff that had been making the 
rounds lately. Aargh! Foully betrayed! My last thoughts, as the hard



76 wooden table uprushed my forehead to meet, were to wondering be 
whether this was the wooden foulsbane, an imitation jrrtolk that would 
merely make us fall asleep for a few hours and awaken with a sick 
headache, or whether it was the deadly poisonous shanarana- 
ranaranaranaranaranarana swordwort having once consumed which the 
deluded vicitim would never be the same.

All thanks be to the gods Tur, Klono and Foo-Foo! Twas merely the 
mildly miasmic foulsbane. We recovered.

But—in what surroundings!

It was a prison cell with walls of dried gostok-dung, a ceiling that 
dripped green, and creepy, slithery things that scuttered and swirled 
across the filthy floor. The cell was so dark that we couldn’t tell what the 
things were—and happier we were not to know! Something hopped 
across my outstretched leg and stopped to perform a disgusting act. It was 
a gostok, and it was distimming a dosh!

“Do either of you marvelous chums know where we being?” I 
asked.

“Black Rock,” Verg Miller said.

“The infamous gaol on Three Mile Isle,” Mill Vergor added.

An eerie green glow emanated from the walls, ceiling, and floor. A 
couple of disgusting critturs hopped onto my kneecaps. “Yech!” I cursed 
colorfully. They were little Dimkatlian caterpillars out hunting mutant 
gnurrs. “Yech!” I repeated again once more. “You think there’s any way 
we can get from here out of?”

“Sure,” one of my marvelous chums said. “Listen.”

I cupped my hand to my ear but could nothing hear.

“Get a whiff o’ that,” my other marvelous chum suggested.

Snuff, I went. Sniff. Snurfle. “I don’t hear anything or smell any
thing,” I hissed.

“Ahah! That proves they’re here!”

“Who is?”

“No, what is?”

“What’s on second,” my marvelous chum supplied.

“Basingstoke,” the other chipped in.

Slowly I turned. Step by step I attempted to follow their reasoning. 
Useless it was. Utterly useless. They were like a pair of the infamous 
Replingian wytts. “I’m at a loss,” I admitted.
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78 “We’re surrounded by the strange mutant beasts of Three Mile Isle,” 
the Dawrian voices ground back. “Raats! And pyggs! Ook!”

“What are those?” I riposted.

“Horrible monstrosities too revolting even to begin to describe! Let 
me tell you all about them. First of all, the raat can be distinguished from 
the pygg by . . .”

He halted.

“I think a guard approaching is, ” my other marvelous chum yielded.

“Quick, then—just tell me how you know there are raats and pyggs 
here,” I gallumphed.

“Tis simple!” the Dawrian supplemented. “You sniffed and nothing 
you smelt, is that not right?”

“Yes,” I chortled.

“Don’t interrupt! And you listened and heard nary a sound, did you 
not, answer up now!”

“Yes, but—”

“I warned you not to interrupt!” he high-hurdled, smashing me 
alongside the bridge of the nose with a calloused and horny fist. I crashed 
deliciously among the buggs. “You thnroorq!” he rectangled. “That’s 
because the Dawrian raat makes no sound, and the Dawrian pygg 
possesseth no odor! What more proof do you kneed of their presence!”

“Aye, oh, ah, em, yum, yep,” the other slave-trader chimney-swept. 
“And where’ere there be Dawrie raats and pyggs, there follow always 
them razor-sharp-clawed critturs, wytts. Feel around, Norm Johnman, 
and see aye ye kin locate some ’mongst the buggs on the floor!”

“Okay,” I cumulonimbussed.

“Stop interrupting,” my two marvelous chums herringed in 
harmony.

We searched around mongst the Dawrie buggs, shoving aside little 
caterpillars, raats, pyggs und gnurrs until we were all armed with razor- 
clawed wytts.

“Help! Help!” Verg Miller screamed, then.

“Ah, sharrup!” we heard a guard yell in rejoinder.

“It’s this daffy earthman,” Mill Vergor saltcellared. “He’s gone mad! 
He’s going to destroy us all! Help!”

“By the brazen blips of Klono,” the guard abplanalped, “all right,



stand away from the door while I subdue the malefactor in accord with 79 

the Uniform Code of Dawrie Justice.” We backed away from the door 
while he opened it and stepped into the cell holding high the aspidistra.
Mill Vergor and Verg Miller attacked him with their wytts. I tried to aid but 
discovered that 1 had only a half-wytt to attack with.

Even so, we managed to bind the guard in his own Frederick’s of 
Black Rock negligee and leave him in a corner of the cell where pyggs, 
raats, wytts, little caterpillars, gnurrs and all other manner of exotic buggs 
crept and scratched. Ho, ho, ho, I thought as we departed, slamming the 
cell-door behind us.

We set out down the main thoroughfare of Black Rock. It was full of 
bawling barkers, barking bawlers, shifty-eyed Replings and Dimkats eye
ing each other malevolently, and drinking establishments where Dawries 
quaffed beakers full of thnroopquerry blog. 1 pulled my marvelous chums 
past a number of these and we finally found our way to the main town 
pentangle.

There in the middle of the pentangle, lit luridly by guttering cressets 
and smoking torches, had been erected a platform on which a batch of 
slaves knelt for examination. It was the famous Dawrie slave market of 
Three Mile Isle.

I made my way down an aisle, thinking, I’ll see who’s for sale. And 
there, suddenly, I beheld her! The golden pick had been driven through 
her septum! She was ready for sealing to her one true master! A horrid 
Dawrie was examining her, forcing her to show him her teeth and like 
similar comparable analogous intimate parts. The Dawrie was covered 
with dripping acne sores. His teeth were buck. His nose was huge and 
scabrous. He moved with a disgusting clumsy way.

The slave, haughty as ever, squirmed and shrunked away from his 
touch.

“He-he-he,” the Dawrie lintelled, “ye’re a fine one, you cutey! I’ll 
have a dandy time showing you the ropes, I will. If you take my meaning. 
He-he-he!"

The slave shranked away.

I turned and found my two marvelous chums at my side. “Who be 
the fiend pawing yon piece of merchandise?” I asked.

Verg Miller rubbed his chin. “Tis, methinks, the infamous slave- 
trader Llennirg di Vad.”

“Aye, it be he. He it be. It he be, mesemeth to me,” Mill Vergor 
trumpeted in agreement.



80 “Hmph,” we heard the horrifying Llennirg di Vad rasp out, “I’ll bid 
three dentynes, two wrigleys and half a chiclet for this’n.”

“Tis nae enow,” the canny Yan Blan Tyne countered.

“Hah! Well, I may come up a couple more wrigleys, but ye’ll have to 
settle for a lower percentage then, and I want all the subsidiary rights plus 
an option on—■”

“Fiend!” Yan Blan Tyne tapdanced furiously. “Monster! Villain! 
Criminal! Cheat! Crook! Bum! Beast! Counterrevolutionary running dog 
lackey! Elwood!”

“What!” di Vad’s eyes blazed, he snorted flame, his skin grew livid 
with rage. “That is the ultimate insult! No man may call me that and live!”

He reached into his scabbard and pulled out a fearsome weapon, a 
tool of torture and destruction so hideous in its effects as to have been 
banned even on Dawr. Twas an old Ace-brand Lotr! Even I, Norm 
Johnman, recoiled in horror.

But Yan Blan Tyne was not to be outdone. Drawing aside his own 
tattered and stained burnoose he brandished a terrible Authorized Uhrb. 
Inwardly I moaned at the sight.

The two slave-traders, di Vad and Blan Tyne, began smiting each 
other with their weapons of mass destruction. The thunderous reverbera
tions could be heard throughout Three Mile Isle.

I took advantage of the distraction to sneak past the combattants and 
grasp the tether to which the slave girl was bound. I tugged at it and she 
was forced to tumble from the stage. I spun on my heel and asked one of 
my marvelous chums where we could secrete ourselves nearby.

“There is a town called Marchant not far on the other side of Three 
Mile Isle,” one of the Dawrians gritted. “I know a smith there. He’ll take 
us in.”

“Splendid!” I lilted.

As we sped across the countryside riding double on a couple of giant 
mutated clams I casually asked the earth girl her name. Her eyes blazed at 
me and she said contemptuously, “Hester Prynne. That monster Yan 
Blan Tyne captured me near my home in Bronxville, not far from the 
Hawthorne Circle.”

“Ah, I know it well,” I purled.

Before too short a time had passed we crossed the Straits of Dyre 
that separate Three Mile Isle from the mainland and made our way to the 
village indicated by my two marvelous chums.



81We continued to ride our mutated clams down the dusty central 
thoroughfare of the burg. From time to time I would cast a casual glance 
at Hester. Shewastypical of earth women. She was beautiful in a cold 
way, with a beautiful face, beautiful eyes, beautiful nose, beautiful lips 
and beautiful hair. Her skin was beautiful. She had a beautiful figure with 
beautiful arms and beautiful hands, beautiful breasts that peeped beauti
fully from her slave’s rags. Her body was beautiful, and she had beautiful 
hips, beautiful thighs, beautiful knees, beautiful calves and beautiful feet. 
To bottom it all off, her toes were beautiful and her toenails were 
beautiful.

What a sight! I hope that I have had the power to convey to you the 
full dimensions of her beauty!

And yet, I could tell that she was unhappy—had been unhappy all 
her life, for as a woman of her country and era she was frustrated. She 
had been forced to compete with men as an equal. Poor thing! She had 
been forced, I suppose, even as a child, to attend school with boys, to 
listen to the same lectures, study the same books, prepare the same 
assignments and compete for the same grades!

Later, she had been forced to compete with men for jobs, to socialize 
with men as an equal, to engage with men in conversation as one human 
being to another, discussing the affairs of the day, her interests, her 
aspirations, her fears!

Never had she been granted the magnificent gift which only a truly 
enlightened man (such as I!) could grant! Never had she been humbled, 
broken, humiliated, forced to grovel, to beg, to abase herself, to whimper, 
to show the innermost cravings of her true womanly self for the masterful 
domination of a truly overbearing male!

I took pity on the poor creature even though I knew it was really her 
own fault because she was secretly frigid.

My musings were burst in upon by my marvelous chum Verg Miller. 
“Aye, Johnman, see ye,’tis yonder place that we have sought all across 
the raging sands and burning seas of this our holy pilgrimage!”

I stared.

Indeed, it was a marvelous vision! A small section of woods had 
survived in the very heart of Marchant, and now we were near them. Most 
of the trees native to the planet Dawr are strange varieties unlike any of 
the familiar growths found on the earth, but a few varieties such as the 
common chestnut tree are common to both planets.

Mill Vergor, too, pointed. Their friend was hard at work and did not 
even look up from his blacksmith’s anvil and tongs. He was working on



82 some sort of royal trapping, a circlet or corona to be used in a Dawrie 
royal pageant.

1 found myself moved to extemporise a brief verse. “Under the 
spreading chestnut tree,” I declaimed originally, “the village smithy 
stands. A great and mighty man is he with large and sinewy hands.”

“You’ve got it wrong,” Hester Prynne snapped frigidly. “It isn’t 
‘great and mighty man,’ it’s supposed to be—”

“Silence!” I silenced her.

Our clams had now reached the entrance of Thorin’s business 
establishment and we threw their reins across a hickory hitching post. Mill 
Vergor and Verg Miller climbed from their clams at the same time that I 
slid from the shell of mine and dragged Hester, haughty and frustrated, 
behind me.

My marvelous chums introduced me to Thorin. I extended my hand 
in a conventional greeting and he rejoined, “Nanu-nanu.”

The blacksmith and my two slave-trader friends made their way to 
get us a cooling decanter of qthoonqbeny malteds. I tugged Hester by her 
jewelled nosepick near to the anvil. “Now, me proud beauty,” I sneered 
at the poor quivering creature, “let us perform the ceremony of binding of 
slave to master, as is known to all true Dawries. This is a ceremony that 
will demean, debase, disgust, dishearten, and humiliate you. Thus will 
you find true happiness at last, and probably overcome your frigidity into 
the bargain.”

“Ah, go fyunch-click yourself, you bastard,” the quivering maiden 
whimpered piteously.

“Let’s see,” I mused, “for starters I suppose you might simply place 
a suitable crown upon my brow and kneel before me, acknowledging me 
as your absolute monarch, sovereign, lord, ruler, emperor, and deity. Ich 
und Gott, as we used to in the old country say.”

1 looked around for something suitable to use in this litle introductory 
ceremony. My eye alightened upon the golden circlet that the proprietor 
had been working on a while before. He wouldn’t mind my appropriating 
it for a few tik-toks, I was sure.

Pulling Hester by her nosepick so she had no choice but to do my 
bidding, I heroically and courageously and admirably forced her down 
onto her knees. Seizing Thorin the smith’s corona, I shoved it into her 
hands and commanded her to raise it and place it upon my head.

Out of one corner of my eye I could see the three other Dawries 
approaching us with a huge jug of qthqooqthqbeny kool-aid in their



hands. Casually 1 noted that the beverage had been seized from earth, as 
it still had stencilled on the side of the jug, Consigned to People’s Temple, 
Jonestown, Guyana. Ah, these rascally Dawries, I thought to myself.

Hester was unwillingly raising the golden circlet as I tugged violently 
on her nosepick. I smiled down at her with hatred and pity, with love and 
contempt. “Place it on my brow and admit your debasement,” I com
manded her.

From the three men approaching I heard a cry.

“Stop,” hologrammed Thorin the smith, “that corona is my exper
imental turnabout model!”

But it was too late! Hester had placed the circlet upon the brow of 
Norm Johnman. There was a hot flash, everything turned red for a 
moment, I felt strangely disoriented, tumbling, spinning through space. 1 
instinctively squoozed my eyes shut. I felt strange all over. Between my 
legs, where my trylon and perispheres had been all my life, was a sudden, 
strange sense of vacancy. And my magnificent, muscular, manly, flat, 
hairy chest seemed in a trice to have become peculiarly soft, and hairless, 
and heavily rounded.

But 1 had not time to contemplate the weird alteration in my physiol
ogy, for there was a blinding bolt of pain through my nose. My eyes 
crossed, violently and involuntarily. The world collapsed into a weird 
double image of horror and despair as my orbs managed to focus moistly 
on the glittering, jewel-encrusted, golden pick that protruded from the 
sides of my septum.
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36 WINSTON, ALAN 121 KIRK, MAUDE 206 MCLEOD, DEBBIE
37 DECKER!, DAN 122 PAXTON, JAMES T R 207 MCLEOD, JIM
3d LOWE, BILL 123 POURNELLE, ROBERTA 208 HODSON, CONRAD
39 LOWE, LYNN 124 POuRNELLE, jerry 209 WELLER, MARGARET
40 VFRRE, LARRY 125 POURNELLE, ALEX 210 KNIGHT, ERIC
41 NELSON, RAY 126 POURNELLE, PkILLIP 211 GILLIE, GEOFF
42 WINSTON, RITA PRINCE 127 POURNELLE, FRANCIS 212 KNIGHT, MIRIAM
43 NELSON, KIRSTEN 128 GILLIES, RON 213 KNIGHT, JEREMY
44 ALLISON, RRUCE 129 GAIER, GIL 214 WALLACE, VANOY
45 MACDERMOTT, KATHY 130 ORTEGA, R. J. 215 KNIGHj, JENNIFER
46 ROLLS, WILLIAM C 131 WU00, SUSAN 21b COAO, RICHARD
47 COHEN, SANDY 132 FINKELSTEIN, ED 217 LUPOFF, DICK
«8 Thatcher, DIana 133 SARGENT, CHANDRA C 218 LUPOFF, PAT
49 AGREE, SIMON 134 STEVENS, MIL1ON F 219 LUPOFF, KEN
50 CTEIN 135 STEVENS, SYLVIA 220 LUPOFF, KATHY
51 HENDERSON, ASHLAND S 136 DUNN, KEVIN 221 LUPOFF, TOM
52 WORKMAN, B G 137 BRADLEY, JOHN M 222 AUSTIN, ALICIA
53 ANTHONY, MARK 1 38 SHAPERO, NICOLAI 223 SCHITHERS, GEORGE
54 ANTHONY, PAULIS ANN 139 STARK, J. BEN 224 HOLUB, ALAN
55 MCALLISTER, RICH 140 FECHTER J»., WILLAIM J 225 cadogan, aLlyn
56 LYNN, ELIZABETH A 141 SKENE, FRAN 226 FRIEDMAN, RANDY
57 NELSON, PAUL 142 COLLInS, TED a?_z FLANDERS, HEN
58 NELSON, mary 143 MAHONEY, MR. AND MRS. MICHAEL 228 ARmBRUSTER, BOBBI
59 MCALLISTER, LINDA 144 KURLAND, MICHAEL 229 MAYER, GEOFFREY
60 CHALKER, JACK L 145 KURLAND, REBECCA 230 WHITE, TED
61 EARLEY, VIRGINIA 146 HAAS, CLIVEDEN CHEw 231 FUNN, JULIE m
62 EARLEY, JIM 147 BERCH, MICHAEL C 232 JUMPER, GEORGE
63 WHEELER, SUSAN 148 ANDERSON, YVONNE 233 YALOw, BEN
64 DIGBY, TOM 149 OLSEN, DOUG 234 ANORUSCHAK, HARRY J N
65 ANGEL, PAUL 150 KAOLECEK, OAvE 235 KANTER, BEVERLY
66 Hartman, norman e 151 HANNIFEN, Owen 236 KIDO, R. GEOFFREY
67 GAREY, TERRY A 152 HANNIFEN, HILDA 237 0ECK1NGER, MIKE
68 BUCHANAN, EUGENE F 153 CURRY, BILL 238 OECKINGER, SaNDI
69 TIMER, WENDY 154 LAnDON, STEPHEN 239 WARD. ANTHONY
70 BENNETT, GREG 155 BEGAN, RICHARD w 240 AUSTIN, ALICIA

71 MILLER, CRAIG 156 BOUNDS, RON W 241 STEPHENS, DON
72 MILLER, LINDA 157 THOMPSON, 8RUCE M 242 KENT, JUDITH
73 HARNESS, JACK 158 shelley, margaret lef 243 QUINN, DORRIS L
74 PEELER, MIKE 159 POWELL, SUSAN JO 244 ADAMSKI, TERRENCE
75 GLYER, MICHAEL 160 SHELLEY, MARGARET E 245 JACKSON, SHERRY
76 EVANS, PAT 161 MERL1N0, MARr 246 STEWART, MICHAEL
77 PORTER, PAUL J 162 SCHULTHEIS, EDDIE 247 FALKOwITZ, AMY
78 PORTER, CAROL 163 SCHULTHEIS, ERIC 248 WILCOX, JO
7 9 FITCH, DON 164 SCHULTHEIS, STEPHEN F 249 REEO, DAN
80 DUMOND, JAMES A 165 SCHULTHEIS, VIRGINIA 250 BRASKAT, LINDA VON
81 FRANE, JEFFREY ARTHUR 166 ANGEL, CAROL 251 BRASKAT, CARADwEv VON
82 TAYLOR, ROBERT R 167 CANFIELD, GRANT 252 CROwE, LYNX
83 MACOERMOTT, AUBREY 168 CLARK, BART 253 WUOLSTON, STAN
84 MACOERMOTT, BEATRICE 169 THOMPSON, CAROLYN H 254 GREEnE, GLORI*
85 MACGREGOR, LOREN J 170 Thompson, don c 255 GREENE, ERIC



256 HOAR, CAROL
257 DE PRIEST, WARREN
258 CLARK, DAVID
259 REITaN, TERESA
260 MOORER, STEVE
261 FINDER, RICHARD M
262 FRENKEL, JAM^S R
263 BROWN, SHARDN
264 BROWN, ROBERT
265 SELlNGERr G*IL
266 ROSE, HARRISON
267 TURNER. EVELYN
268 HAERLE. CHRISTIAN
269 BROWN, JORDAN
270 MOORE, JERRY S
271 JENNINGS, JAMES
272 NAHIGIAN, KEN
273 LFwIS, ROSEMARIE
274 RUSH, J EDMUND
275 HENDRICK, LOUIS
276 SQUIRES, ROY
277 WHITTIER, TERRY
278 SHUPP, MIKE
279 G1LDEN, MEL
280 MOBERLY, E a
281 VARNEY, ALLEN
282 DOUGLASS, SCOTT
283 BEEMAN, WILLIAM
284 CRANFORD, BILL
285 PICK, KEN
286 HARTLOVE, JAY C
287 KARKLYN, AIMEE L
288 MOLITCh, CAROLINE
289 VILAIN, MICHAEL
290 LARKIN, C BUFFALO
291 JOHNSON, MICHAEL
292 RAMIREZ, ALICE
293 D*NIG, JIM
294 REMS, JACK
295 GRAY, L ELVER w
296 FRANE , NOLA
297 MEMBER OF wESTERCON 3?
298 MEMBER OF *EST£RCOn 32
299 MEMBER OF wSETERCOn 32
300 PARKER, BRUCE
301 ADAMSKI, VALERIE
302 CARSON, DON
303 ENZENRACHER, DALE
304 ENZFNBACHER, SUSAN
305 MORALES, MIKE
306 MORALES, JANET
307 CHALFIN, GREG
308 ANDERSON, KAREN
309 MaNTEGANI, RICHARD
310 DUGGAN, BRIAN
311 WALLER, WENDY
312 MINNE, JOE
313 MINNE, WENDI
314 FUND, JOHN
315 GIBSON, SUZANNE
316 CURLEY, CHARLES
317 CAOY, CHUCK
318 CADY, TASHA
319 FRANSON, DONALD
320 LOCKE, TOM
321 BYRD, BRENT
322 LATTMAN, LARRY
3?3 JENSON, JO H
324 Clark, jerry
325 CLARK, JUDY
326 GOBLt, DALE
327 GOBLE, MONA 
32b PETAJA, EmIL 
329 SHIPlEY, ELLEN 
330 Shipley, hill 
331 CURRY, MARY
332 SIlADI, mICHaEl F
333 TO'wNEY, MICHAEL J
334 BLOOM, MICHAEL
535 BERCH, mICHAEl C
336 FYF, LARRY PHILLIP
337 SANDERS II, >RE*
338 SANDERS II, KATHY
339 WHITTIER, TERRY
340 KATO, KEITH G
341 REAGIN, NANCY
342 EVANS, PAULA J
343 KLUTE, ROBERT D
344 PEYTON, CARRIE
345 LIEBSCHER, WALT
346 WOODARD, JODI
347 GRUEN, RICHARD
348 ROSENBAUM, STEPHANIE
349 MONTOR, R*E
350 BIGGLESTONE, ClInT
351 BTGGlEsTONE, JANET
352 BIGGLESTONE, ERIK
353 WILLIAMS, MARTIN A

354 RISTDW, MARCIA AMBRJA 
355 haralDSTED, ERIK 
35b BLAKER, JOHN R
357 BROCKMAN, MICHAEL I 
358 OFNNING, CLARK 
359 ROLLS, CHRISTOPHER 
360 BATES, CHRIS 
361 bates, Suzanne 
362 CRAYNE, DIAN 
363 CRAYNE, CHUCK 
564 LANDON, SIGNE
365 BELLWETHER, JANET
366 WADA, MICHI M
367 RAwN, LAURIE 
568 LYm, RUTH K 
569 CLINE, CHERYL 
370 KUEHL, LYNN
371 SANDBERG, MD, RUSSELL 
372 MYRIC, CHERI 
573 UNLAND, K. F.
374 VFRESCHAGIN, DAVID M 
575 NEMETH, STELLA 
37b CHENEY, CARL M
377 SIMON, SUSAN 
37b VARDEMAN, BOB 
379 HAUER, SCOTT 
380 WlLLNER, maRC 
381 FELLER, MELANIE 
382 ELLERS, MARJII 
383 AYRES, DON 
384 WILLIAMS, TOMMIE 
385 WILLIAMS, MARY 
386 GABRIEL, BILL 
387 SNYDER, JAN 
388 MURATA, ARTHUR 
389 ROSE, WENDY 
390 tahikh, Sami 
391 SYMONS, TONI 
39? PFTERS, PATTY 
393 PERDUE, ELMER 
594 LAURENT, BOB 
395 HULSE, CHARLES 
396 HULSE, PRISCILLA 
397 DOPP, KATHRYN R 
398 ELLERS, MARJII 
399 LAK, SUSAN ( 
400 DAVIDSON, LAWRENCE 
401 PORTER, ANDREW 
402 ERLICH, JANYCF 
403 MASON, PATRICK 
404 GEMIGNANI, M. R. 
405 KRAMER, DANA 
406 GOLDSTEIN, LISA 
407 wOLINSKY, RICHARD 
408 SALOMON, RONALD M 
409 SALOMON, DORIS 
410 KAUFMAN, JERRY 
411 TOMPKINS, SUZANNE 
412 VINGE, JOAN 0 
413 WHITE, oONYA 
414 ANOREwS, JOHN w 
415 BETHKE, SABRINA 
416 SANDRA, JAIDA N'HA 
417 THOMPSON, JAMES E 
418 LAMH, ANN S 
419 KARF. JORDIN 
420 SAYRE, X.IhHT 
421 SAYRE, ANNEKE
422 member OF WESTERCON 32 
423 MEMBER OF WESTERCON 32 
424 MEMBER OF wESTERCON 32 
425 ENDICOTT, WARREN
426 MEMBER OF wESTERCON 32 
427 JACKSON, AL 
428 MCMANUS, PATRICK 
429 KRINARO, SUE 
430 tesslEr, MARC A 
431 FARLEY, ED 
«32 TRIMPI, ALLAN H 
433 AXELROD, CAROL 
434 DAKAN, DONALD 
435 DAKAN, 0 L
436 GREGOR, Charles j 
437 ROBERTSON, DONALD 
438 CALLOWAY, PHETSY 
439 STANLEY, CONNIE 
440 CRAwFURD, MARGARET 
<441 SPURGEON, BEVERLY 
442 MUFFATT, LEN 
<443 MOFFATT, JUNE 
4 4 <4 WILSON, MICHELE 
445 RALIK, CLAUDIA 
446 FARHER, SHARON N 
447 BROWNSTEIN, STEW 
448 BROWNSTEIN, AMY 
449 PHILLIPS, KAREN M 
450 AITKLN, EILEEN 
451 kAU, RANDALL

452 WILDcRMUTH, ELTON P 85
453 D'LOUGHLAN, ARlYNDE
454 WEST, MARLETTE
455 GARRETT, MAUREEN
456 MARSHALL, TEO
457 MURDOCK, DARYL
45b MEMBER OF wESTERCON 32
459 HOLZBACH, wlNDY
460 PEARCE, GERALD
461 COLEMAN SR, ROBERT 0
462 Coleman ii, Robert d
463 COLEMAN, KATHLEEN ’KASEY'
464 FINLEY, DOUGLAS H
465 STOLBA, RIC*
466 RF.RMAN, MARCEL BATISTE
467 MATHEWS, DAWN
468 MATHEWS, NEIL
469 DOBBS, JIMMY
470 LESSES, REBECCA
471 GOLOFARR, JANINE
472 GOLDFARB, KEITH
473 PERKINS, JOHN W
474 GILLEN, ALAN
475 GILLEN, SUSAN
476 FREEMAN, JAY
477 BAERNSTEIN, BARB
478 BAERNSTEIN, C. J.
479 STRAUS, PETER
480 HATCHER, CHERYL
481 SUCATIE, CONRAD
482 EDEIKEN, YALE F
483 WOOD, SUSAN
484 HOWERS, BILL
485 GTSH, JERRY
486 GTSH, RAY
487 KULYK, CHRISTINE
48« MalLO, DENNIS
489 SCHWEHZERhOF, LISA
490 PETTUS, CHRIS
491 JEMISON, FRANKIE
492 RANKIN, DONNA
493 RANKIN, PAUL
494 BEFMAN, WILLIAM ROBERT
495 BRINDLEY, CAROL
496 MIJELLER, LARRY
497 MITCHELL, JIM
498 MAIR, AURIE
499 P0Y8ER, VICTORIA
500 RONDEAU, JIm
501 MEMBER OF wESTERCON 32
502 MEMBER wESTERCON 32
503 YOKUm, CONSUELO
504 DECKER, MERLE T
505 BOYER, V. EVERETT
506 HOYER, PEBtCCA
507 PFCHMANN, ROBERT C
508 hradlEy, Dorothy g
509 GOLDIN, STEPHEN
510 GOLDIN, KaTHLFEN SKY
511 hell, Clare l
512 HFALF-R, B J
513 CLARK, BEV
514 ANDERSON, GARY L
515 BULLENS, MORRIS SCOTT
516 WICKES, DIANNE C
517 rHCKFS, MARCIA E
518 RUBIN, JOYCE
519 SHOOK, DAVID
520 WESTON, MIKE
521 MEMBER WESTERCON 32
522 HOYT, MELISSA
523 ASHER II, PHILLIP G
524 LABONTE, RICHARD
525 MEMBER WESTERCON 32
526 HOLLANDER, FLIEG
527 HOLLANDER, LYNN
528 LANOAN O.M.D., STFPHFN R
529 MCKENNEY Jr., CARLETON
530 WALLER, MARY ANN
531 GAHM JR., P. JAMES
532 NIELSEN, MARIANNE
533 HOWARD, JOHN
534 CRAwFORO, BILL
535 KURN, SHARON
53b KORN, LARRY
537 CATALANO. FRANK
538 BRUNNER, JOHN
539 BRUNNER, MARJORIE
540 HAFkLt, CHRISTIAN
541 MEMBER wESTERCON 32
542 PFRRIN, LUISE
543 PERRIN, STEVE
544 COLTRAIN, DARLENE P
545 MEmbFR WESTERCON 32
546 HENRICKSEN, KEITH T
547 MEMBER wESTERCON 32
548 GOTTLIEB, LAJPI



549 CRISPIN, MARK
550 BLACK, JAD
551 COcKIEf CHAFES
552 COCKie, ALICE
553 MEMBER WESTERCON 32
554 MEMBER wESTERCON 32
555 STEIN, LARRY
556 KELLEY, JANE
557 RANSCHER, ERIC
558 MAY, TIM
559 HUSBY, ALAN
560 GIBLIN, KARIN
561 hANSON, JEFF
562 BECK, TOM
563 WAGNER, TOM
564 HILL, DALE
565 BUNKER, WILLIAM L
566 GOLDSTONE, CYNTHIA
567 GOLDSTONE, LOU
568 KLEIN, LESLIE
569 JUDK0W1TZ, RUTH
570 PICKETT, VAUGHAN A
571 FIGUHOA, JOCI
572 ELOERKIN, JACQUELINE T
573 ELDERKIN, DORA
574 OEARE, JACKIE
575 VAN SCYOC, JOYCE
576 VAN SCYOC, JIM
577 EKLUND, GORDON
578 MASON, CYN
579 CARNELL, JAN
580 MCFARLAND, RICHARD G
581 VAN PARYS, CHRISERRA
582 CHESSIN, STEVE
583 MOREN, R L
584 MEMBER WESTERC3N 32
585 ANDERSON, RUSSELL
586 DJONG, ROLAND
587 PONTIAC, VENA
588 LITTER, V 3
589 BAILEY, MARK w
590 MATHEwS-BA ILEY , GAIL E
591 MCCONNELL, DAVID P
592 ZIEGLER, BILLY
593 HANSCOM, RAY
594 FORGUE, VERN
595 FORGUE, LEE
596 WARREN, ALAN
597 CONVERY, ANNE
598 TIBBS, LAUR*
599 PETERSON, GEORGE
600 PETERSEN, mrs GEORGE
601 HOWARD, JAMES E
602 HEDRICK, WILLIAM L
603 WARNING, J MICHAEL
604 LENT, STEPHEN L
605 KELLEY, HELEN T
606 BARD, STEPHEN
607 VALLOWE, TOM
608 WILSON, JOAN C
609 SAFFORD, H WILLIAM
610 KISTLER, ELIZABETH J
611 SMITH, LOU
612 ANDERSON, CRAIG w
613 HARRISON, JOAN
614 HANNy, JOANNE BARRETT
615 BEAUREGARD, ED
616 BEAUREGARD, NORMA
617 COLE, RICHARD P
618 NISHIJIMA, SHIGERU
619 oORLEY, DIANNE
620 ARELKIS, PAUL K
621 ARIES30HN, FLORENCE
622 SWOFFORD, AVON

642 CARMODY, LARRY

623 REAVES, J MICHAEL
624 KAOREY, RICHARD
625 KEARNS, RICHARD
626 PARKER, FRAN
627 AGUIlAR , elvelyn
628 WALOA, DAVID
629 COOK, ROBERT
630 COOK, CATHERINE
631 8REI8AR T, SETH
632 KIRBY, RANDY e
633 HARRISON, JOAN
634 BENNETT , BECKY
635 DIODAMS , MARILYN
636 MOBERLY , DAVID
637 BERRY , STEVEN C
638 FLUYO, TERRY L
639 PONDER, LAURIE G
640 8ORGEN, 80B
641 MAOOOW, EMILY

643 HOPKINS, LORNA
644 mooRE-kyle, franny
645 KYLE, STUART 
64b SCHAFFER, MICHAEL

647 
648 
644 
650 
651 
652 
653 
654 
655 
656 
657 
658 
659 
660 
661 
662 
663 
664 
665 
666 
667 
668 
669 
67U 
671 
672 
673 
674 
675 
676 
677 
678 
679 
680 
681 
682 
683 
684 
685 
68b 
687 
688 
689 
690 
691 
692 
693 
694 
695 
69b 
697 
698 
699 
700 
701 
702 
703 
704 
705 
706 
707 
708 
709 
710 
7 1 1 
712 
713 
7 14 
715 
716 
717 
718 
719 
720 
721 
722 
723 
724 
725 
72b 
727 
728 
729 
7 30 
731 
732 
733 
734 
7 35 
73b 
737 
738 
7 39 
740 
741 
742 
743 
744

PILLSBURY, JIM 745
MOREY, KATHY 74b
ORINSKI, SUE 747
OSBORNE, AMANDA 748
MARCUS, HOWARD 749
BONDURANT, PATTI 750
MCGILLIS, JACK 751
GRAHAM, CLAIRE 752
SIMS, RICHARD 753
SINGER, DAVID 754
GOLDMAN, DIANE 755
MARSH, BILL 756
MARSH, MARY 757
KELLY, COLLEEN 75ft
URBAN, MICHAEL 759
MAUGHAN, JAMES G 760
STRICKLER, LINDA 
MEYER, JANE 
HASELTINE, SUSAN J 
MOSS, JEAN 
KENNEY, ALICE 
TOOLIS, LORNA 
WHITE, ALAN 
VOYLES, DON R 
MCCARTHY, DEIRDRE 
parker, tony e 
PENNINGTON, MICHELE 
CAMPBELL, TERRY 
SCHNAU8ELT, KAREN 
GERItS, LYNNE 
BRANDSHAFT, RICHARD 
FARBER, GARY 
VARGO, ANNA 
SCHAEFER, KATHI 
WILLAUER, MARLENE 
FUJIMOTO, JIM 
LOY, OANA E 
PAUL, JUDITH R 
BERMAN, ANDREW TODO 
LOwE, BRIAN 
TUNING, WILLIAM 
DIXON, MAUREEN 
SICLARl, JOSEPH 0 
MEYERS, DAVID R 
KAUFMAN, CHARLES 
FRAZIER, KURT 
FRAZIER, VALERIE 
HAYES, ASTRID ANDERSON 
HAVES, TERRY 
8AERSTEIN, JANET 
STONE, ROBERT 
KINNEY, JAY 
TRACY-KINNEY, DIXIE 
COLE, COREY S 
SHORE, LINDA 
WOZHIAK, JOHN J 
LYMAN, KATHRYN 3 
LYMAN, PATRICIA 
EVANS, FRANCES W 
GREY, MICHAFL 
HARRINGTON, JOHN 
DAVIES, CRAIG APOLLO

761
762
763
764
765
766
767
768
769

782

784
785
786

788
789
790

792
93 

794 
795
796
797
798
799
800 
801
802 
80 3
804 
805
806

SMITH, CHRISTOPHER STARBUCK 807 
SHUEY, DOROTHY COLLEEN 808 
BURKE JR, ROBERT w 809
KATINO, PETER 810 
PENDLETER, RE* 811 
PENDLETER, KaTHY 812 
CLARK, ERIC 813 
CHUDNOW, ALAN 814 
BRAULT, E A‘ 815 
KONKIN HI, SAMUEL EDWARD 816 
SHULMAN, J NEIL 817 
KOUOUULTAN, GREG 818 
ALMEIDA, LINDA 819 
BLACK, JAMES 0 820 
SHIRAS, RUSSELL N 821
LEWIS, DEBORAH A 822 
MCLAUGHLIN, MICHAEL 823 
WEYBREw, JOHN 824 
wEYBREw, MELODY 825 
NEFF, RANDALL 826 
NEFF, JULAINE 827 
ANDERSON, CHESTER 828 
POPE, JAMES P 829 
NELSON, JACK 0 830
KAISER, DAVID 831 
WESCOTT, THOM 832 
CARRILLO, JOHN 833 
8ATIL0R0, STEVE 834 
MITCHELL, NEETERS ANITA 835 
SCHULER, JENNIFER 836 
GEE, SUSAN 837 
SLATER, IAN MYLES 838
ROOONI, LYNN 839
RODONI, CARL 840 
NEUBAUER, ADAM 841
LYNCH, VERN 842

POST, GEORGE P 
HARDING, JAMES 
HEINLEIN, ROBERT A 
HEINLEIN, VIRGINIA 
WONG, DONNA L 
PREUSS, PAUL 
PREUSS, KAREN 
PREUSS, MONA HELEN 
0L3GARD, HENRIK 
TASHIRO, YOKO 
HELLER, BRUCE ALAN 
MCGLONE, DAVID A J 
SNAVELY, 0E80RAH 
PARKER, BAMBI L 
LANOUE, 3USAN 
KONIGSBERG, JAY A 
SINGER, JON 
shemanski, Taryn 
RENEAU, DANA 
HUGHES, SHELLY 
WAX, RONALD 
WAX, NANCY 
GILMOUR, DIANE 
LUCERO, JUDITH A 
KLINE, PAMELA 
KLINE, EDWARD 
WAOSwORTH, RY 
DANE, BRUCE M 
DANE, GIGI 
O'NALE, GEORGE M 
herkelrath, randy 
DORSEY, LEROy G 
LARSON, INGRID 
OSWALT, JOHN A 
BLOCK, LOUIS (5) 
ANDERSON, ERIC (3) 
SIROTA, AMY (38) 
WOJCIECHOWSKI, LENARD 
WOJCIECHOWSKI, ELAINE 
TRIPP, GALEN A 
8ATZL0FF, LINDA L 
8ATZL0FF, DAVID 
ANDREWS, MARL* K 
ANDREWS, DENNIS 3 
JACOBS, CAROL 
SOMMeRFELDT, JAMIE 
SOMMERFELDT, HAROLD 
HELLERSTEIN, NATHANIEL 
SCHNIEURINO, MELISSA M 
BAEN, JIM 
GOOOwIN, MICHAEL 
GOODWIN, LYNNE ANNE 
HELD, DIANA 
MEMBER WE3TERC3N 32 
SWAIN, ALAN 
HOULER, NOEL LEE 
PRZEKLASA, BARBARA 
FRASER, VAUGHN 4 
PRZEKLASA, CHRIS 
TIHOR, STEPHEN 
BARBER, DAVID 
BENNIGHT, MORNA 
MCLAUGHLIN, JOHN 
CONRAD, GUY 
HAY, ALYS 
YDUOEN, JOHN 
DUNCAN, BRUCE 
HERShEY, ALLISON 
ROLAND, MARK 
MCCLELLIN, BRUCE 
RUSSELL, RON 
SLATER, W D 
MURPHY, PAT 
SCHWEGMAN, MERLIN D 
OWEN, BUZ 
CAMACHO, BENITO 
KANTOR, SUSAN 
LFMIRE, LORRAINE 
MINER, ERIC 
HAMBERIS, PAUL 
BEAR, TINA 
BEAR, GREG 
GIGUERE, GEORGES 
STERN, TOM 
PIPKIN, LINDA 
WARREN, BILL 
WARREN, BEVERLY 
SCALLY, SALLY 
FOX, ELLEN VIXEN 
WHALEN, DOROTHY 
GLUECK, SHARON 
INGRAM, MARGARET 
INGRAM, QIANA 
JANIFER, ABIGAIL 
PECKHAM-VANZANT, JENNY 
BUZZARD, T G BUZZ 
GALE, JOHANNA M 
RUNION, SHIRLEY
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843 NELSON, BARBARA
844 NELSON, CARL
845 BROOKS, JORDAN
846 HEwlTT, REBECCA
847 MEMBER WESTERCON 32
848 MEMBER <<<ESTERCON 32
849 MEMBER WESTERCON 32
850 MEMBER WESTERCON 32
851 MEMBER WESTERCON 32
852 TRAINOR JR, RFC KEVIN
853 MEMBER WESTERCON 32
854 MEMBER WESTERCON 32
855 LEBLANC, RICK
856 WALTON, DIANE
857 BLAIR, JEFFREY
858 ALGER, BRANDI
859 CORDOVA, ALAN
860 LEICHEL, KaREY
861 LEICHEL, JOHN
862 YEAW, LARRY
863 FIL-PUS, DAVID A
864 SMALLWOOD, JEFFREY WAYNE
865 KUTINA, SCOTT E
866 ATWOOD, JAY
867 WILLIAMS, LAURA J
868 MURCURY, MIRON
869 KROPFF, ROY
870 KROPFF, REX
871 KROPFF, LINDA
872 CAppA, MARYANN
873 CLARK, FRANCIS
874 MARTIN, CARY
875 BRATCHER, LARAMIE T
876 MALMQUI3T, DENISE
877 MALMOUIST, ALLEN
878 LIEBERMAN, PAULA
879 WALLACE, DALE
880 WALLACE, DANIEL
881 KENYON, KIRK
882 CARRINET, MARK
883 JARDINE, JOHN
884 HUNTINGTON, WEBSTER
885 EWART, NANCY
886 LUCE JR, CHARLES H
887 YOCUM, DONNA
888 MILLER, DEANNA SUE
889 WELLS, ROGER
890 THOMSON, MARy E
891 TOLLANDER, CARL
892 SCHWARTZBERG, SONIA
893 ANDERSEN, DOUG
894 TRUMELLO, CARL
895 FARLEY, JOHN
896 JONES, CHRISTINE
897 NOROLING, DENNIS
898 DUNN JR, THOMAS AiC
899 OLDS, CHRIS
900 JOHNSON, BAR8I
901 JOHNSON, NED
902 ROWLAND, ROBIN
903 GOTHBERG, BRIAN
904 HARRIS, PAT
905 LEFEVRE, TOM
906 COOK, VALORIE
907 HESLA, BECKY R
908 HESLA, TIM J
909 HERRON, DON
910 FRIEDMAN, MARY
911 O'CONNOR, PAUL RYAN
912 canotas, Thessaloniki ale
913 MIRADES, THOMAS
914 GOODMAN, STEVEN
915 COOPER, ALICE
916 JOHNSON, KRISTINE
917 GREEN, GARY
918 RICE, CHARLOTTE PAMELA
919 WHITE, LINDA
920 CARBONI, WILLIAM
921 CAW80NI, GINGER
922 WONG, F
923 BLINKER, CORA M
924 8ATHER, BRETT
925 NOROLING, LEE
926 NOROLING, CHERI
927 JONES, SN TERRY L
928 BUTLER, OCTAVIA E
929 LAI, TITUS
930 SCOTT, MICHAEL
931 NELSON, DAVE
932 WARNE, GARY
933 HUTCHINS, SANDRA ANN
934 LANCASTER, DENISE
935 DEEN, BILL
936 MCDONALD, CLARK
937 MCLEAN, ANDY
938 WEROT, KATHY
939 AHO, JUDY
940 AHO, ALICE-

941 OE LA ROSA, AL
942 HOCHSTRASER, ALEX
943 SCHENKOFSKY, STEPHEN
944 AN0ER50N, CAROL
945 DEWBERRY, LINDA
946 HIJIRI, SAKI
947 MEMBER WESTERCON 32, C/0
948 HAMMEL, KATHY
949 HAMMEL, JIM
950 HAMMEL, MARC
951 HAYES, NANCY
952 BAUMGARTNER, MARGARET
953 BARNES, STEVE
954 YOUNG, TONI
955 PERRY, LAURIE
956 BARTHELETTE, CARL A
957 SAVITZKY, KAREN
958 SAVITZKY, STEPHEN
959 STONE, SUSAN
960 MEMBER WESTERCON 32
961 FRIED, ROBERT
962 SHEVLOWITZ, JUDY
963 PATRICK, GEORGE
964 PATRICK, LUJANA
965 MEMBER WESTECON 32
966 BRUCK, PETER
967 BRUCK, MELANIE
968 FEHNER, JOHN
969 MCGLONE, STEVE
970 MEMBER WESTERCON 32
971 MEMBER WESTERCON 32
972 MILLER, BRUCE
973 LONG, DONALD J
974 LONG, MRS DONALD J
975 BROWN, VICKIE S
976 SPOONER, KRIZ
977 LEVINCON, DAVIO
978 HOOVER, PATRICIA
979 RICHARDS, JUDITH A
980 SILVER, DAVID
981 BRANDON, DAVID
982 BONDURANT, MARK
983 MAY, LYNN
984 ALDERSON, DAN
985 MCDANIEL, JOYCE
986 WATTERS, ROBIN
987 KOPCZYNSKI, KATHY
988 WILSON, ROXANE
989 DOPP, BARBARA L
990 ORNELAS, TAMMY
991 KELLY, ROBERT
992 RASO, RICHARD
993 COOPER, ROBERT
994 KAY, SHARI L
995 HOWAT, DOOI
996 HALLMAN, JASON
997 HARGREAVES, MATT
998 FOSTER, LINDA T
999 LARUE, STEPHEN

1000 DUFFIELD, CAROLINE
1001 ALLEN, ANGELA
1002 BAIRD, RICHARD A
1003 LEVERENZ, ELLEN L
1004 PERRY, STEVE
1005 THORNHILL, JERRY
1006 JOHNSON, MICHAEL R
1007 DANIELSON, LINDA
1008 CHQWN, MIRIAM
1009 WELLS, TOM

XaNQR 1010 CROUCH, KAREN
1011 SCHLUSSER, DAVID
1012 GOLDSTEIN, LEE ANN
1013 HILL, SCOTT
1014 HILL, LINDA
1015 RUCH, MARY ANNE
1016 GLASSCOCK, MEG
1017 SMITH, JIM
1018 DAVENPORT, ANNE
1019 INGHAM, JONH
1020 THOREN, KRldflNE
1021 POWERS, PATRICIA
1022 MEMBER WESTERCON 32
1023 MEMBER WESTERCON 3?
1024 MEMBER WESTERCON 32
1025 ERwIN, JAMES
1026 BROWN, SCOTT G
1027 MUNCY, BENNETT 4
1028 STARK, M
1029 NIVEN, LARRY
1030 NIVEN, FUZZY PINK
1031 WILLS, HELEN 3
1032 WILLS, MICHAEL S
1033 ADAMS, TERI
1034 ISAAC30N, JEFFREY P
1035 ING, DEAN
1036 WILLETT, PAUL J
1037 BUSS, LUCY 8
1038 POwELL, JIM

1039 MAHANNAH, SUE
1040 HUDSON, GARY C
1041 ROEBKE, E ANNE
1042 SIEGER, STACY
1043 BOYLE, MARY ANNE
1044 SPFNCER, CRAIG 

SAKI HlJIRi
1045 MARTINE, MINOA MAR.IE
1046 VOHL, DANIEL p
1047 MEMBER WESTERCON 32
1048 WINNICK, GARY
1049 R08INS0N, KIM STANLEY
1050 SANNEMAN, MARTHA
1051 PUTMAN, KAY
1052 STAMA, SN THOMAS G
1053 Munro, ellen
1054 CLARK, KIM
1055 SHANKLES, JEFFREY
1056 DAWE, SUSAN J
1057 FISHER, CAROL
1058 FISHER, STEPHANIE
1059 FISHER, CARRIE
1060 FISHER, FRANK
1061 FISHER, STEVE
1062 HOLMES, SARAH J
1063 REGISTER, RICHARD G
1064 MORMaN, MICHAEL J
1065 MORMAN, JUDITH C
1066 FINK, RANDY
1067 HEWITT JR, ROBERT A
1068 FULTON-, KATHY
1069 3IELER, S
1070 BORELLl, STEVEN
1071 WILSON, LORETTA A
1072 WALKER, SHARON
1073 KUSHNER, ELLEN
1074 DOUGLAS, JOHN R
1075 BUCHANAN, GINJER
1076 SPADE, STASIA
1077 HOLLANDER, JAMES
1078 COMPTON, STEPHEN
1079 MASSARO, D
1080 MEMBER WESTERCON 32
1081 ROBERTS, D C
1082 MEMBER WESTERCON 32
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TUew Wester con 32

Cartoon / Fantasy Organization
11863 W Jefferson Blvd.
Culver City. California 90230 U.S.A.



THE GOGO THE BLUE GORILLA SHOW 91

This summer, Blue Gorrilla Records is 
releasing a new fantasy children's album 
entitled, "THE GOGO THE BLUE GORILLA SHOW. 
The four-sided album jacket features 
thirteen exquisite color illustrations by 
George Barr.

The album music was written and produced by 
Palo Alto artists, Michael Olmstead and 
Peter Derge. Many well-known artists from 
the San Francisco Bay Area and top Los 
Angeles studio players contributed their 
talents to this unique project. The album 
concept combines quality music in a form 
that is both entertaining and educational 
for children of all ages.

Barr's illustrations offer visualizations of 
such music personalities as Tammy Turtle, 
(singing "Step Out of Your Shell"), Hawk 
Williams and the Bird Boys, Ollie Otter, 
Mouse the Cat, Smelly the Skunk, the Outer 
Spaced People, the Cricket Choir, and Burpy 
the Frog.

The album is being released by the artists' 
own label, BLUE GORILLA RECORDS, in a 
limited first edition. This exciting album 
graced with some of George Barr’s finest 
animal character!zations should become a 
col 1ectors i tern.

Order by mail: $4.98 (tax included.
Enclose $1.00 per order postage and handling.)

BLUE GORILLA RECORDS 
2133B Leghorn Street 
Mountain View, CA 94043
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The artwork (exclusive of individual adverti
sers) which has appeared in the four Progress 
Reports for this convention, was all the work 
of one artist, George Barr. It was his tri
bute to the art and illustrators of the past 
four decades of science fiction. In the four 
covers, all tied together by the continuing 
image of the Golden Gate Bridge, the attempt 
was made to capture the look and feel ing of 
the illustrating being done during the thirt
ies, forties, fifties, and sixties. George 
says: "I was not trying to produce forgeries, 
but to jog your collective sense of nostalgic 
wonder. It would be utterly conceited of me 
to think I could fool anyone into believing 
these were the works of Golden Age artists. 
But if, for just a moment, someone thought-: 
'Where the hell did they find an unpublished 
piece by...?' I am more than content."

The originals are on display in the ARGONAUT 
STUDIOS COLLECTION, and the Westercon Poster, 
made from the cover of Progress Report No. 2, 
is for sale there - or can be ordered at $4 @ 
from:

ARGONAUT STUDIOS
904 Toyon Avenue

San Jose, CA - 95127

PRINTERS NOTE: Due to problems with layout 
space, the following advertisers were extremely 
kind enough to allow small portions of text to 
run into the space normally occupied by a full 
page ad. The Advertisers were:

ACE SCIENCE FICTION 
SEATTLE IN 1981 
THE LOS ANGELES SCIENCE FANTASY SOCIETY






